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Chapter 1641 - Blood Splashing Across the Heavens 

In the great desert, the bell sounds were clear and beautiful, echoing through the skies. It sounded from 

the limits of the horizon, extremely pleasant to the ear. 

However, in the ears of Imperial Pass’ people, it was like a soul melody from the nine netherworlds! 

On Imperial Pass, everyone felt their scalps go numb. It was as if every strand of hair weighed a 

thousand jin, about to tear the skin off their heads. Everyone felt a chill run through their bodies from 

head to toe. 

An undying king crossed the pass, who could face him? 

That sound was transmitted from the war chariot, the sound not that loud, yet it clearly spread through 

the great desert, through Imperial Pass and into everyone’s ears. 

Anlan’s name was known throughout the world, who could content against him?! 

This wasn’t just a saying, there was bloody history behind it. This was a reputation forged from stepping 

on the corpses of countless experts, shaking the past and present, sweeping through the Nine Heavens 

Ten Earths! 

Back then, there were people who could fight against him, but now, they had all died, bones buried in 

the last great era, blood soaking the yellow earth. 

Anlan, his name shook the world under the sky, intimidating all. He was unstoppable throughout time, 

defeated all enemies in his path. 

“What a pity! Back then, my Nine Heavens’ kings faced impossible odds, not having the chance to fight 

him alone. Otherwise, this war chariot might not have appeared in this great era.” 

An elder said quietly, extremely soft, lacking in confidence. 

The great desert stretched on limitlessly. That ancient war chariot was still at the other end of the 

desert, not under Heaven Abyss, originally shouldn’t be visible, but now, it was reflected in the eyes of 

everyone. 

The golden-backed barbaric bull’s body was sturdy, extremely bold and powerful, surrounded in chaotic 

energy, bull horns golden. It didn’t move too fast or too slow, pulling that ancient war chariot covered in 

mottled traces. It was like a living history book, recording the great battles of the past. 

The bull’s hooves landed on the ground, as if trampling on Imperial Pass’ hearts. 

In the great desert, the imperial bell sounds rang out. Anlan left his mountain, about to cross Desolate 

Border! 

“Undying king! 

In the great desert, the sounds rang through the heavens above and earth below! The great army was 

densely packed like a black flood, no end in sight. 



The entire great desert was trembling! 

Right now, who could stop Anlan? Who could hold him back? 

In Imperial Pass, everyone felt like they had sunken to a frozen hell. Now that Anlan’s war chariot 

appeared, that wave of power alone was enough to make the creatures of the Nine Heavens Ten Earths 

tremble. Who was his opponent? 

“What about the blood oath?” On Imperial Pass, someone asked, but his voice was trembling. Back then, 

when Shi Hao was handed over, the other side established a blood oath. 

Why did they directly cross over now? Didn’t they fear incurring the great karma? 

“What blood oath is there to talk about now? Jin Family’s people were simply wishing to get rid of an 

outsider, having selfish motives. It’s obvious that the other side didn’t establish a true blood oath to 

begin with!” Someone on Imperial Pass roared in fury. 

On the other side, a powerful individual responded, dealing a mental blow to Imperial Pass’ people. A 

creature with three heads and six arms spoke, saying, “Which king would randomly establish an oath? 

You all are ants, how could you be worth the attention and reply of our kings?” 

These ruthless words made quite a few of Jin Family’s faces turn pale, scared of incurring public anger. 

“Burning up a bit of a deceased half king’s blood that was left behind can also be considered a type of 

extravagant waste.” Another powerful individual spoke. 

Needless to say, that half king was definitely close to an undying king when he was alive, or else there 

was no way such great irregular scenes would have appeared! 

However, these words, just how humiliating were they? They weren’t even willing to offer up a drop of a 

true undying king’s essence blood! 

“You all bully others too far!” On Imperial Pass, someone said while gnashing his teeth in anger. 
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In the end, it was still because their strength was inferior to others’. Even if there was a single true 

immortal here, they would have been able to ascertain if that drop of blood was real or fake. However, 

in the end, they were all fooled just like that. 

“Just ants, is there a need to deceive them? Just kill them!” On the other side, a true undying existence 

spoke, his body entirely silvery-white. 

He stood at the other end of the great desert, far away, but that type of boldness, looking down on the 

Nine Heavens could clearly be felt, leaving all of them feeling humiliated. 

The imperial bell rang out. The gold-backed bull pulled the ancient chariot, slowly arriving, gradually 

approaching, the pressure so great everyone felt like they were suffocating! 

In the end, it finally approached, truly getting close to the center of Heaven Abyss! 

After coming here, the golden-backed barbaric bull’s speed slowed. When it raised its hooves, one could 

feel a tremendous pressure. 



“The heaven warping battle is today!” 

Above Heaven Abyss, a roar sounded. This was a group of elders, but their voices shook mountains and 

rivers, passing through the sun and moon, extremely moving and tragic. 

Then, a city appeared, floating in the skies above, casting down a great shadow, covering the sun. It 

oppressed everything, releasing endless light. 

“That city, it’s the legendary... true Emperor City!” In Imperial Pass, on the walls, a few elders said with 

great emotions. They had heard of legends regarding it. 

Incomparable killing intent surged! 

That city shone, all of it immortal light and immortal dao symbols, terrifying beyond compare. It shook 

the past, present and future, illuminating the entire world! 

Anlan made his move. At this moment, he had to take action, the first time he did so. 

A hand reached out from the war chariot. It was extremely slow, but it was full of power, pushing 

towards the skies. 

Hong! 

A sea of immortal dao symbols descended, primal chaos erupting, matchless killing intent surged, but it 

couldn’t injure that hand in the slightest. It was just a single hand, yet it held the entire ancient city. 

That palm had heaven raising strength! 

He was extremely calm, truly intimidating. It was just a single hand, yet it supported the entire original 

Imperial Pass. No matter how the endless immortal light poured down, it still couldn’t force that hand 

back. 

The original Emperor City couldn’t do anything to him, forcibly resisting everything! 

What do they do? On Imperial Pass, everyone was horrified. The legendary city appeared, but it still 

couldn’t stop the advance of Undying King Anlan! 

“As long as the city still stands, then we will continue to fight! Kill!” 

“Right at this time, several elders appeared on the ancient city. They released a solemn and stirring 

great roar, all of them surrounding a flame. This flame were the bones of an undying being. 

The flames produced by the skeleton were restricted by a formation, releasing undying essence energy. 

They were planning to destroy indiscriminately! 

Hong! 

The ancient city shone, especially the center of that place. A streak of heaven overflowing streak of light 

pierced through the heart of Heaven Abyss, bringing forth endless magical force, immortal might 

incomparable. 



On Imperial Pass’ walls, Shi Hao was silent, but his heart was throbbing with pain. He knew that the only 

king left in the city was taking action. 

The weak and old were going all out, the last of the Seven Kings dragged his withered body in supporting 

the ancient city, transferring Heaven Abyss’ most powerful force to stop Anlan! 

Honglong! 

All of Heaven Abyss was burning, releasing sky-covering immortal energy. It became a flame, turning 

into symbols, merging with Heaven Abyss’ engravings. 

Immortal dao laws descended from Heaven Abyss one after another like world shocking divine 

rainbows, remaining undying through the ages, killing all in its path, annihilating all things! 

At this moment, five decrees appeared behind Anlan in succession. Radiance illuminated the sky dome, 

shining into the heavens. It carried an aura that was unmatched throughout time, locking down the 

world, sealing heaven and earth! 

The heavens collapsed and earth split, ghosts wept and deities howled. 

The entire world seemed to be recreated once more, refined once more. The five decrees all carried the 

auras of undying kings, unmatched in the sky above and earth below, looking down on the past, present, 

and future! 

The five decrees rushed towards the sky, forming five great hands, striking Heaven Abyss together with 

Anlan’s hand, locking down the sky dome. 

At this moment, the world continuously shone, and then was destroyed once more. The most terrifying 

thing happened in Heaven Abyss’ side, this type of battle wasn’t something outsiders could fathom, 

enough to shake past and present, leave behind a heavy stroke in history itself! 

Normal people couldn’t understand, this was a confrontation of the highest level. 

In the end, nothing could be seen anymore. That place became an expanse of primal chaos. 

After who knew how much time had passed, everyone held their breaths, their souls becoming rigid. 

Only then did the world become peaceful, the scenery gradually becoming distinguishable. 

The great desert still remained, not destroyed. 

It could only be said that Anlan was matchless and incomparable, all attacks focused above, not creating 

any unintended harm. The foreign army of billions weren’t damaged in the slightest. 

On the Nine Heavens’ side, everyone trembled, a shadow covering their hearts. 

It was because it wasn’t just Anlan, the five decrees represented other undying kings. They were 

working together to face the highest immortal dao laws above Heaven Abyss. 

In that instant, Heaven Abyss became quiet, as if everything stopped. 

The five decrees sealed Heaven Abyss, that place becoming completely silent. 



Anlan’s hand supported the original Emperor City, not moving. The world seemed to have momentarily 

come to a standstill. 

At the heart of the ancient city, there was a giant beam of light, this light seemingly able to illuminate all 

of eternity, able to merge with the will of Heaven Abyss, this light now also stopping. 

Everything stopped moving. 

It was as if this world became peaceful, entering a state of quietness. 

However, everyone knew that this deadlocked situation would be broken sooner or later. When that 

time came, the world itself would crumble, an era reaching its end! 

Imperial Pass, on the city wall. 

A group of children appeared. They silently shed tears, looking at the city in the sky. They knew what 

happened. 

These children sensed the fluctuations of that city they lived in before, feeling fear. They cried loudly, 

pleading Stone Clan’s people, asking the city’s experts to bring them here. 

In the end, they were brought here. 

All of the children were crying, muttering, “Clansmen...” 

Even though their ages weren’t great, they knew everything. From today forth, it was going to be an 

eternal separation! 

Ah... 

In the air, on that ancient city, a single-armed elder roared. His body was shriveled and withered, but 

right now, he was undoubtedly great in everyone’s eyes. 

He, together with some other elders, carried the burning ‘bones’ carrying the ‘flames’ of the undying, 

and like moths into a flame, they dove at Anlan’s hand. 

They wanted to break the balance, use their own lives to ignite the bones of the undying creatures, turn 

themselves into a raging great flame, move Anlan’s hand. 

“Grandpa!” 

“Single Armed Grandpa!” 

In Imperial Pass, on the city wall, the group of children cried, tears clouding their eyes, roaring as if their 

hearts and lungs were splitting. 

These weren’t their own grandfathers, who knew how many generations between them, but they 

treated them like they were their own grandchildren. Even though they looked strict on the surface, the 

kindness and love could be felt. 

This was a group of elders who had long been crippled, dao law force within their bodies impossible to 

neutralize. However, even though their bodies were in ruins, their hearts were unyielding, never going 

against the wishes of the deceased. 



They persevered on, even if they had to fight until the very last person fell, they wouldn’t cower, directly 

continuing until their life blood flowed out! 

On Imperial Pass, there wasn’t a single person who wasn’t moved. 

Shi Hao’s eyes were becoming blurry. He watched those elders, their white hair, all of them carrying 

injuries, bodies bloody, their roars moving all on this earth! 

Pu! 

The fireworks in the sky were blood-colored. Even though they were brilliant, it was dismal, and also 

momentary. 

These elders ignited their ruined bodies, all of them smashed to death, blood splashing across the sky 

dome, yet couldn’t move that great hand! 

There were the undying existences’ bones as well, even though they burned, it immediately scattered, 

exploding, falling in all directions! 

The song of life met a violent end, demonstrating their conviction through blood, exhausting every last 

bit within them. The single-armed elder and the others all died, blood splashing across the heavens, 

passing away. 

“Grandpa!” 

“No! Grandpas!” 

In Imperial Pass, on the city wall, the group of children wept in grief and sorrow. 

Chapter 1642 - Surpassing Past and Present 

The final sparks were released, the single-armed elder and the others died. 

The great desert was silent. On Imperial Pass’ walls, the group of children fell onto the ground, broken-

hearted, tears flowing, howling in grief. 

Only, this didn’t change their conviction and determination at all. The dead will always be dead, forever 

unable to return. 

“Grandpas!” 

The tender voiced sobs made many people’s eyes on Imperial Pass begin to glisten. As they watched the 

tragic end of the weak and old, their hearts all throbbed. 

A long and drawn-out bell sound rang out. The golden-backed old bull moved again, its hooves 

advancing, pulling the ancient war chariot forward, about to cross Heaven Abyss. 

The war chariot was filled with primal chaos, impossible to see clearly. Only an arm reached out, still 

propping up the original Emperor City! 

Anlan was incomparable, fighting strength shocking past and present. It supported that city just like 

that. His palms and fingers shone, wishing to cross Heaven Abyss. 



On Imperial Pass, everyone felt a chill run down from head to toe. Who could stop him? 

“Undying king!” 

The great army of billions released a great roar, the world trembling, great desert shaking! 

The great army separated, making way for the war chariot. 

“They now have the advantage, about to break the balance, forcefully cross Heaven Abyss!” on the city 

wall, a great figure spoke. What were they supposed to do now? 

Right now, everything seemed useless, the difference in strength was right there. Without true 

immortals, without the most powerful beings, there was no way they could fight back. 

This left everyone in despair. 

“It is time for us to take action. The original Imperial Pass’ people fought with no thoughts of personal 

safety, igniting their own lives to attack furiously, how can we be greedy for life and afraid of death?!” 

On the city wall, someone roared. 

Only, they weren’t true immortals, not undying beings. Could they stop it? 

They had the heart to stop the enemy, yet didn’t have the strength! 

“I don’t want to be called a coward by later generations after death! Even if I am not a match, with my 

blood in the skies, I will show my conviction!” A few leaders shouted. 

In the city, the originally dispirited atmosphere erupted. They were already used to fighting, walking the 

fine line between life and death, what was there to be scared of? At worst, they would just die! 

“Slaughter our way over, we are going all out! Now is the time, now is the moment, let our blood dye 

the heavens!” The experts of various clans all roared out. 

Their passion was ignited, everyone no longer in low spirits, battle spirits now surging. 

Right at this time, an elder walked out. With a sigh, he stopped everyone, saying, “All of you withdraw. I 

will go.” 

“Master!” Qi Hong cried out. 

This was the original owner of the Five Spirits War Chariot, Qi Hong’s master. He was an old supreme 

being known as Elder Qing Mu. 

Imperial Pass was guarded by several unmatched beings, after all these years, they always stood against 

the other side’s supreme beings, spending a large half of their lives in this city. 

In his greatest years, he drove the Five Spirits War Chariot, shocking all under the sky, unstoppable, a 

powerful figure among supreme beings, rarely encountering his match. 

Now, even though his blood energy was dried and withered, he was still a supreme being, still an 

unmatched figure of this city. 

He wanted to leave the pass, fight alone. 



Qi Hong and the others rushed out. How could they feel at ease? Even though his master was strong, 

how could he stop the footsteps of an undying king? 

“We have no choice, have to use that monument ahead of time. The opportunity is fleeting, when he 

truly walks out of Heaven Abyss, everything will be too late then.” Elder Qing Mu said. 

His white hair scattered about, a bit meager. He long set the resolution to leave the pass and fight. 

It was because Anlan was currently using great magical force to prop up the original Emperor City, 

currently walking over step by step. This was perhaps the last opportunity to attack. 

If they waited until he crossed over, then there was nothing they could do, no one able to match him! 

Meng Tianzheng stood out. As soon as he was about to speak, Elder Qing Mu stopped him, saying, “Do 

not fight me over this, do not say too much. Let me go. You have to oversee this place!” 

On the city wall, it became quiet. The other supreme beings all became silent as well. 

In the end, they all disappeared together to move over that ancient monument, bring it to Elder Qing 

Mu to leave the pass. 

In front of Imperial Pass, multicolored light flickered. Elder Qing Mu appeared, behind him a monument. 

He walked forward step by step. 

That monument wasn’t that large at first, only the height of a person, yet carrying it on his back seemed 

to exhaust him quite a bit. As he walked forward, the monument became larger and larger, becoming 

more and more imposing. 

Elder Qing Mu looked extremely tired, as if he was a mortal carrying a mountain on his back. 

This place was still quite far from the center of Heaven Abyss, yet his backbone looked like it was about 

to be crushed. With a great roar, a honglong sound rang out. The entire monument left his body, 

becoming majestic like a mountain. 

It became more and more powerful, towering into the clouds. 

Elder Qing Mu’s back became perfectly straight. He turned around, giving Imperial Pass one last look, 

and then he suddenly turned back forward, not looking back anymore. 

His entire body shone, symbols endless, almost as if bound by the monument on his back, bring it 

forward with him! 

“Master!” Qi Hong screamed out, tears filling his eyes. He knew that this would be the last time he 

would see his master. After today, they would never be able to meet again. 

On the city wall, many people were quiet, their minds heavy. 

Winds already stirred, sand flying everywhere in the great desert. The elder’s back was straight, taking 

large steps forward, running forward. Everyone knew that he wouldn’t be able to come back after this! 

“Immortal Subduing Monument, suppress and kill that undying being, kill that king!” 



Elder Qing Mu said quietly, chanting an ancient incantation. Then, he roared, entire body erupting with 

endless power, blood energy surging, erupting as he charged at the ancient war chariot. 

At the same time, that monument shone. It was bloody, on it all types of symbols, all of them immortal 

dao natural laws. While carrying a somber and desolate aura, it flew forward. 

“Suppress and kill!” Elder Qing Mu roared. 

It was rumored that this monument was extremely special. Once it was activated, it could kill true 

immortals, destroy undying creature. However, after using it, the magical force would be exhausted. 

This was a forbidden ancient monument left behind from Immortal Ancient! 

They had no choice, Imperial Pass had to use their trump card ahead of time! 

“Stop him!” 

Shouts sounded from the endless army. There were supreme beings who stood out, even a silver 

undying being who followed beside the war chariot, also about to take action! 

“Just an ant, an old monument, how could it be enough?” 

In the war chariot, no one said anything. Anlan was quiet, a hand supporting the city in the sky. It was 

the barbaric bull that pulled the chariot who spoke. 

The golden-backed barbaric bull was massive, bringing primal chaos energy with it as it moved. Its voice 

was oppressive like thunder, ringing through the great desert. 

Everyone from the other side stopped, not making any moves. 

An ancient beast that could pull Anlan’s carriage, how could this be an ordinary species? 

In the skies, that monument was enlarged. It was pitch-black like ink, carrying traces of blood. All of the 

symbols shone, crushing this world, releasing immortal dao law power. 

This was the Immortal Subduing Monument, as long as it was activated, even immortals could be killed. 

Now, Anlan was currently resisting the original Emperor City and Heaven Abyss. This was perhaps their 

only hope. 

On Imperial Pass’ city walls, everyone held their breaths. Nervous, uneasy, as if suffocating, the experts 

of all clans were waiting, their hearts pounding viciously. 

They were just waiting for that instant! 

Everyone was hoping for a result, hoping for a chance for the battle situation to be reversed. 

Honglong! 

The Immortal Subduing Monument shone, suppressing downwards. There was also an elder there, 

following it as it descended. His entire body was covered in blood, treating himself as an offering in 

order to activate this monument! 

“Master!” From the back, on the city wall, Qi Hong roared out, tears tumbling down. 



Many people felt their hearts ache. Another venerable elder was going to pass away. Could they kill the 

undying king? 

Inside the war chariot, Anlan was quiet, not moving at all, unaffected. 

Only, this war chariot had experienced endless wars, too many traces carved on its surface. Right now, 

when it shone, there were blade marks, arrow holes... releasing undying radiance. 

Even if it was just a war chariot used to ride in, it still shone on its own, patterns and other parts 

interweaving, hacking down towards that monument. 

Kacha! 

The Immortal Subduing Monument was blasted to several pieces, bursting, falling around the war 

chariot, unable to approach at all. 

Pu! 

Elder Qing Mu’s body was also hacked into, exploding on the spot, turning into a blast of bloody mist, 

dying just like that. 

When a supreme being died, the world would react, producing irregular scenes. 

However, in the war chariot, those hatchet marks, arrow holes and other traces swirled with dao 

patterns, destroying everything, directly making heaven cry and other scenes that were about to appear 

directly collapse! 

“Just a trifling ant, yet you dare point your sword before an undying king? Your death doesn’t deserve 

pity.” The golden-backed barbaric bull spoke, its words arrogant, shaking heaven and earth. 

This penetrated deeply into the hearts of many in Imperial Pass. A supreme being fought with no 

thought of personal safety, using his life to stop the enemy, blood essence to activate the Immortal 

Subduing Monument, yet he died just like that. 

However, even though the golden backed barbaric bull was arrogant, everyone was powerless to retort. 

They really couldn’t stop it. 

Everyone felt despair. Imperial Pass’ trump card was used, yet it was useless. If Anlan crossed over 

smoothly, this world would even reverse, this great era destined to be erased. 

A situation of utter despair! 

“Ignorant creatures, weak races, you all are nothing more than mantises trying to stop a chariot, 

overestimating your abilities.” The golden-backed barbaric bull said while laughing coldly. 

Being mocked by a bull, moreover a mount that pulled a chariot left them furious, but they were 

helpless. They really wanted to kill it, massacre all of the invaders. 

However, this situation was greater than their own strength. An undying king was knocking on their 

door, no one able to match him! 



“What is left? We only have one last card to play. Activate the First Killing Formation!” On the city wall, 

an elder appeared, his age just too great. His body was covered in dust that was several inches thick, as 

if he had been sealed in dust for a long time. 

This was Imperial Pass’ oldest supreme being. He carried helplessness, as well as a trace of sadness, now 

about to activate the First Killing Formation. n)(O𝓋𝗲1𝒃1n 

“We don’t have all of the parts, the formation is incomplete.” Meng Tianzheng sighed. 

At this point, without becoming a king, no one could stop Anlan’s war chariot! 

It was rumored that there was a killing formation known to be number one among formations, but no 

one had ever seen it before. They all said that it perhaps didn’t exist in this world. 

No one expected Imperial Pass to have a ruined diagram that had been arranged! 

“Kill!” 

The elder whose body was covered in dust shouted, activating a damaged diagram. A sea of formation 

diagrams surged, and then a formation core appeared, rushing out from Imperial Pass. 

En? The golden-backed barbaric bull felt all of the fur on its body stand on end, sensing danger. 

In Imperial Pass, Cao Yusheng’s mouth was wide opened. He possessed the Third Killing Formation, but 

his master had said that compared to the First Killing Formation, it can’t even serve as a footstool. 

It was because that killing formation had existed for many great eras, innately produced by the world. 

A corner of this formation appeared, carrying endless magical banners, formation cores, and others, 

blasting towards Anlan. 

Among them, there were several hundred banners with an elder standing behind each of them. They 

were all well-known figures in the city, using their own essence blood, using up their strength. 

The old supreme being who was the oldest sat on top of the damaged formation diagram, entire body 

dripping with blood, carrying out a sacrifice. 

Hong! 

Unmatched power descended, wishing to kill Anlan. 

At this moment, in the war chariot, that person finally moved, no longer remaining silent. A finger 

reached out, prodding into the void with a bo sound. 

Then, a great explosion took place here! 

Honglonglong! 

All of the formation cores, banners, and other things broke apart, bursting open. Those big names 

exploded into a bloody mist. As for Imperial Pass’ supreme being, he also released a long sigh, turning 

into a rain of light, directly passing away, body and spirit erased, not a single trace left behind. 



“Ants, completely obliterated! This is how it should be!” The golden-backed golden bull roared with 

laughter. 

Imperial Pass was in despair! 

There was no hope, no path of life visible. 

However, it was precisely because Anlan used his other hand this time that the ancient city above him 

seemed to have become unstable, shaking intensely. 

At the same time, at the center of the original Emperor City, the last of the Seven kings seemed to have 

obtained a moment to breathe. He viciously exerted force, making the boundless sky dome shake 

intensely. 

Heaven Abyss erupted with noise, the most profound immortal dao law power descending once more, 

bombarding Anlan. 

Anlan’s hand shone, fighting back with extreme force, supporting the ancient city. At the same time, the 

five decrees moved again, erupting with everlasting undying force. 

In a daze, there were five undying kings who roared, exerting power together, wishing to destroy 

Heaven Abyss. 

Dong! 

Heaven Abyss trembled, ripped apart. A giant crack appeared. 

A battle at this level went beyond one’s imagination. Even the highest level immortal dao laws had 

cracks ripped open in them, this was enough to shock past, present, and future! 

With a chi sound, immortal light surged. Then, a great river surged, power too great, triggering the 

chaos of great dao laws, heaven and earth order becoming unstable. 

“Time-space was ripped apart!” At this moment, even those of the other side and undying beings 

released cries of alarm. 

That type of power was too terrifying, making heaven and earth order become unstable, interfering with 

life and death of the ancient world itself. Even the long river of time appeared. 

“What is the point? All of you are nothing more than ants!” The golden-backed barbaric bull laughed. 

The world trembled, the long river of time surging, making the golden-backed barbaric bull shut its 

mouth. It was because it felt like this place was too dangerous, as if they passed through the gate of 

time. 

It had previously heard that this type of highest level battle might trigger some bad things, outside the 

expectations of the undying kings! 

Honglong! 

Immediately afterwards, a terrifying aura spread outwards, following along Heaven Abyss’ cracks. A 

cauldron suddenly appeared, massive beyond compare, immediately crushing Desolate Border! 



This was too sudden, shocking everyone! 

Where did it come from? Its aura was too terrifying, shocking the heavens above and earth below. 

Who would have expected that in the midst of a great battle, a cauldron would appear, actually crossing 

the great river of time, flying out from the river of time and descend onto Desolate Border?! 

Giant stars rose and fell along with that cauldron, moving in its surroundings. All life source energy 

surged within the cauldron, the cauldron walls refined from Immortal Gold dyed in blood! 

As for the opening of the cauldron, the stars of the sky flickered about, everything about to be 

swallowed up inside. 

“How could this be possible? A cauldron appeared from the great river of time?!” Even the undying 

existences were shocked. 

The great cauldron crushed down, all life source energy swirled, shaking up the great desert. The 

golden-backed golden bull trembled, immediately releasing a miserable cry, its leg bone breaking, 

kneeling down in the great desert. 

What kind of mighty force was this? 

“There is another person on the cauldron!” At this moment, someone shouted out, seeing a scene 

above the cauldron. 

That person’s figure was imposing, his back towards everyone, body covered in blood, as if he had just 

experienced another bloody battle in another time-space. He stood there like a heavenly emperor 

looking down on a world of mortals! 

Who was this? He crossed the long river of time to arrive, directly crushing Anlan’s chariot pulling beast 

until it knelt on the ground?! 

Chapter 1643 - Great Battle Through Time Space 

The gate of time-space was opened, a cauldron came out from within, floating above the golden great 

desert. It was vast and boundless, covering heaven and earth. 

Who was that person? Everyone was shocked! 

Even the undying existences’ faces had long changed. How could an outsider suddenly have broken into 

this battlefield, moreover in such a grand manner? 

Pu! 

Blood scattered out, falling from the cracks in Heaven Abyss, destroying the vast sky. 

There was that person’s blood, as well as the blood essence of those he fought with that fell from outer 

space, from the long river of time, gradually scattering down. 

This scene was incredibly shocking. That cauldron’s aura swallowed the sun and moon, the opening of 

the cauldron having many great stars spinning about it. However, regardless of whether it was the 

cauldron wall or the great stars, they were all dyed red by blood. 



Just what kind of incomparable great battle was this? Everyone was shocked. Even though the situation 

in Desolate Border was dangerous, the sudden change in situation that appeared from Heaven Abyss’ 

cracks was similarly shocking. 

Hou! 

A great roar sounded. There was someone who risked it all, blood energy crushing the sun and moon, 

stars in the sky shining, resonating with everything. A great claw reached out from that crack, covering 

the sun and moon. 

A hong sounded. It grabbed towards that person above the cauldron. 

Everyone became stupefied. Not only did a cauldron and a person appear, there was another 

unmatched creature who arrived, fighting against him intensely. 

That person had his back towards everyone, facing the enemy alone. He was extremely calm, as if he 

had experienced the most miserable great battle, slaughtered his way through the most miserable great 

battle. Now, he encountered a powerful enemy again. 

Hong! 

His body shone, becoming dazzling and brilliant. In that instant, even that head of black hair was about 

to be dyed in a faint golden color, his entire body erupting with a great aura. 

Moo... 

Below, on Imperial Pass’ battlefield, the golden-backed barbaric bull released a long roar, voice carrying 

alarm. That cauldron didn’t descend, supporting that person and letting him fight above, releasing 

endless light. However, this type of power still left it horrified. 

A dong sounded. That person brandished his fist, divine might unmatched, unrivaled throughout 

eternity, that fist smashing into the sky dome above, directly facing the sky-covering great claw. 

Peng! 

Primal chaos surged. That large claw distorted somewhat, becoming seriously injured. It contorted 

slightly, falling backwards. 

Suddenly, that claw shrunk, and then it smashed down viciously again. A massive vicious beast whose 

scales were like gold appeared, even more massive than the stars in the heavens, only, before they 

could see it clearly, it shrunk, turning into a humanoid creature. 

Qiang! 

The sound of Immortal Gold armor clashing sounded. That giant beast turned into a person, body 

covered in green-gold battle armor, even his face covered. Only a pair of green eyes could be seen, 

staring at the person on the cauldron. 

These two great experts didn’t give the world below a single look, both of them completely 

concentrated on each other, eyes filled with endless killing intent. 

Chi! 



Time power danced about. Their speed was too fast, taking action quickly, releasing a peng noise. That 

cauldron shrunk slightly in size, smashing outwards like a streak of lightning. 

Dang! 

The green-gold armor shone. That humanoid creature who transformed from a vicious beast blocked it, 

displaying great divine abilities, magical force boundless. Natural law symbols split the heavens, 

forcefully facing the cauldron formed from Immortal Gold and all life source energy. 

This type of attack was unimaginable, shaking the long river of time until it was even about to collapse, 

about to divert it again! 

This sudden change made the expressions of the undying creatures below all change, filling them with 

worry. n/)O𝒱𝑒𝓵𝑩In 

Everyone was stunned. No one expected a pair of powerful opponents to suddenly appear at this crucial 

juncture, fight so intensely, carrying out a bloody struggle. 

Who were they? Where did they come from? Which era did they belong to exactly? 

At this moment, everyone knew that they didn’t belong to this time-space, because they came out from 

the gate of time. 

This was just too shocking. The bone books had recordings, something similar happening before, but 

who had ever really seen this before? This was a miraculous scene rarely seen since ancient times! 

Now, they all witnessed this scene. The foreign side’s army of billions, Imperial Pass’ people, from small 

cultivators to undying existences, they saw everything with their own eyes. 

This was especially the case when these two were carrying out a confrontation at the peak! 

There were some people who understood what was going on. The reason why this type of thing 

happened was because the highest level battle was currently happening in Desolate Border, the undying 

kings were about to break apart Heaven Abyss. Meanwhile, a great battle was happening in another 

time-space, definitely a vast and boundless battlefield, fighting bloodily, reaching the climax. 

Individuals at the very peak clashed, fighting in two different time-space zones, coincidentally striking 

through some type of time realm wall. The long river of time surged, bringing those two over here. 

This was a legend among legends! 

Everyone witnessed this miraculous scene that rarely happened! 

“Flowing light time!” 

Someone released a low cry, a foreign undying existence. Even they were shocked, one could imagine 

just how powerful these two were. 

Every movement those two made caused flowing light to surge, the years rage, powerful to the 

extreme. With a wave of their hands, all things were destroyed. However, right now, they tangled about 

each other, as if they had merged into a single being, fighting viciously. 



Hong! 

In the end, that heavenly emperor like existence activated the great cauldron, smashing it at the man 

protected under the green-gold battle armor, releasing intense rumbling sounds. 

That figure coughed out blood, his entire body flying out, directly flying towards the Heaven Abyss crack. 

This cauldron’s power left him with quite the serious injuries, even his chest caving in, not even the 

unmatched battle armor’s protection enough. 

On the ground, many people sucked in a breath of cold air. Regardless of whether it was the other side’s 

overlords or Imperial Pass’ heroic figures, all of their scalms went numb. 

Everyone could see that cauldron. The cauldron’s opening took in and sent out all life source energy, the 

stars appearing over there. Just how grand and incomparably majestic was this? 

If it was someone else who was struck, would anything be left? Not even scattered ashes would remain! 

However, the one dressed in green-gold armor actually received this attack. Even though he was injured, 

he was still outstanding and exceptional! 

Honglong! 

In the sky, the one standing on the cauldron moved, quickly chasing, transcending time, everything 

seemingly reversing, terrifying to the extreme! 

At this moment, he really looked like a heavenly emperor in a world of mortals. His long hair scattered 

behind him, divine might peerless! 

The great cauldron covered the sun and moon, rising up, chasing after that green-gold armored 

humanoid creature. Soon afterwards, he reached out a hand, grabbing forward. 

“King, are you going to take action?” 

At this moment, in the foreign side, there were undying creatures who transmitted sound, secretly 

asking Anlan for instructions. This was an excellent opportunity, if they were able to deliver a fatal blow, 

then the one on the cauldron would most likely be hit, perhaps even dying here. 

It was because the undying beings also sensed a threat, feeling like they had to strike first to gain the 

upper hand, eliminate that person. 

Right now, even though they couldn’t fully grasp the situation, if there was danger, taking action first 

would always be better than passively receiving the other side’s attacks. This was the other side’s style 

of doing things! 

At this moment, Anlan’s reply finally sounded from the silent war chariot, fluctuations spreading. 

One had to understand that regardless of whether it was supporting the original Emperor City while 

moving, enduring Heaven Abyss’ attacks, or being attacked by Imperial Pass’ Immortal Subduing 

Monument and First Killing Formation, he never expressed anything, completely disregarding it all. 

Yet now, Anlan showed a response! 



“The two of us don’t belong to the same time, these two appearing because of the mysteries only 

known to heaven. Let them come, and let them leave as well, I will not clash with him. When the long 

river of time erupts, the consequences that are produced will be unimaginable.” 

This was what Anlan said, speaking only for that undying existence to hear. It was extremely soft, and 

also extremely calm, as if he was speaking about a completely negligible thing. 

The one on the cauldron covered the sky with a single hand, grabbing that creature’s back with a single 

grip. 

“I’ve already put up with you for too long! Kill, kill, kill, kill, kill!” 

The one dressed in the green gold-armor, precisely the one whose face was even covered in green gold, 

the humanoid creature who only exposed his eyes, right now suddenly turned around. He released a 

great roar, shouting out the word kill five times. 

A honglong sounded, heaven collapsing and earth falling, ghosts cryings and gods howling. The river of 

time seemed like it was going to change its route! 

Dong! 

That cauldron flew out, floating above Heaven Abyss, blocking the great crack, suppressing the long 

river, not letting it change paths, wishing to continue fighting here 

This made the eyes of Anlan in the ancient chariot below burn for the first time. It was because those 

two were originally about to leave, continue their great battle elsewhere. 

However, the one on the cauldron chose to remain here, wishing to end the battle here. 

The green-gold armor shone, countless times more brilliant than even when heavenly stars gathered 

together. The aura erupted, powerful to the extreme, killing energy shocking past and present. 

This made many people tremble in response! 

Even if they didn’t belong in this time-space, separated by a mysterious power, it still made the people 

on the ground couldn’t help but tremble, their bodies shaking all over. That type of power was too 

great. 

Right at this moment, the one who stood on the cauldron spoke up for the first time. His language 

couldn’t be understood, not belonging to this time-space. 

However, everyone could sense the meaning of his words through the unmatched dao laws, knowing 

what he shouted out. 

At this moment, the voice rang through the heavens above and earth below, as if a heavenly monarch 

descended onto this world, passing down a decree with incomparable seriousness, voice extremely 

majestic. 

“When. Facing. The. Enemy. One. Needs. To. March. Forward!” 



When these nine words were spoken, nine spheres of light were produced, and then endless power 

erupted. The nine characters merged together, displaying the greatest secret technique, instantly 

blasting through all obstacles. 

Pu! 

That existence in the green-gold armor spurted out blood, staggering backwards. 

The one on the cauldron rushed after him, every move powerful. He grabbed the other party, and then 

viciously tore at his body. With a pu sound, he was ripped into two, even his primordial spirit like this! 

Chi! 

The cauldron shone, taking in and sending out starry streams, collecting the corpse and the blood. 

Chapter 1644 - Unmatched Expert 

A world-shocking great battle happened, but everyone still found it hard to calm down. Who was this? 

Where did these two come from, what age was he from? 

It was just too shocking! 

In the skies, there was still a rain of blood that scattered down, able to even burn the great stars in the 

sky, able to sever starry streams, power terrifying to the extreme. 

However, those stars also came together with the two of them, not belonging to this world. 

The majestic great cauldron took in and sent out divine splendor, all life source energy appearing, 

absorbing the scattered blood essence, entering the cauldron together with some stars. 

There was only some leftover blood. After it was refined, the scarlet traces that were left behind didn’t 

have any more magical force, dyeing the sky dome red. 

That person moved with the cauldron, slowly descending. 

At this moment, that scene was grand, truly incomparable! 

A cauldron rushed through the skies, someone standing on it, overlooking everything below the sky, 

exceptional and unmatched. That person’s body was tall and straight, head of black hair scattering 

down, pupils deep, heroic energy matchless, as if he ruled the world. 

The great cauldron was simple and ancient, forged from many types of Immortal Gold with all life source 

energy. As it took in and sent out energy, great stars moved about in the surroundings. Meanwhile, 

above the cauldron opening, there was even more so an expanse of stellar streams, incomparably 

resplendent, rising and falling with the cauldron itself. 

That person arrived while standing on the cauldron, body sticky with blood, some from the enemy, 

some his own. 

An existence this powerful was also injured, one could see just how terrifying the battle was. It was clear 

that this injury wasn’t caused by a single person. 



At the very least, there were other traces on the cauldron, having blade marks, sword arrows, sword 

energy pervading the air, imprints left behind by all types of supreme weapons. It had previously been 

through many world-shocking battles. 

Moreover, this should have happened not too long ago. 

It was because that cauldron was extremely astonishing, able to self heal. There were some traces that 

were becoming more faint, gradually disappearing. 

The other side’s great army was now facing a great enemy! 

For them, this existence was a variable. It suddenly arrived out of nowhere, making them feel restraining 

fear. 

Originally, they were all about to cut open Heaven Abyss, yet such a powerful creature now appeared. 

Was this a good thing or a bad thing? 

At the very least, if he didn’t appear, it would be better! 

Imperial Pass, on the city wall, everyone watched, many people shaking inwardly, hoping for something, 

wishing for some things to happen. 

Only, an important figure released a light sigh, saying, “Our fate cannot be entrusted onto the shoulders 

of another. If he has the will to take action, then there’s no harm. However, we do not belong in the 

same time-space, so if we really do clash, the consequences are hard to predict!” 

This was what was recorded on the bone books. The cultivators in Imperial Pass definitely didn’t touch 

upon that level of cultivation yet. 

“You ought to leave now.” 

In the great desert, calm words sounded from within an ancient chariot. He was extremely young, not 

old, as if a youngster who was in the golden years of his life was speaking. 

That was Anlan, this was the first time he spoke in front of everyone! 

While arriving here, facing all types of retaliation, he disregarded everything, only becoming serious 

when facing this mysterious expert. 

The one on the cauldron didn’t say anything, still descending. 

No one could see his true appearance clearly, that area covered in mist. However, they could sense that 

the outside of his body was in his golden years, because there was surging life force power. 

His eyes were just that deep, as if they could peer through all ages, see through heaven fate. 

Moo... 

The golden-backed barbaric bull released a muffled sound. It was also suffering, extremely alarmed 

inwardly. As that person descended while standing on the cauldron, all of the bones in its body sounded 

continuously, as if they were about to explode. 

Kacha! 



Finally, its four leg bones all broke. Previously, it knelt down, but now, it was laying on the ground, body 

trembling. 

This scene was extremely shocking. This was but the ancient beast who pulled the chariot of an undying 

king, who dared touch it? 

However, this mysterious expert was just this intimidating. He slowly descended, his presence carrying 

an unmatched aura, making that barbaric bull shiver all over, bones continuously cracking. 

Pi pa noises sounded. It laid on the ground. 

One had to understand that before this, this golden-backed bull was extremely arrogant, looking down 

on everyone, showing disdain towards the Nine Heavens, having contempt for Imperial Pass’ people, 

incredibly brash. 

Yet now, it was actually shaking, continuously releasing moo sounds. 

They were all shocked. This mysterious expert was too terrifying, divine might tremendous. Was this a 

type of provocation directed at Undying King Anlan? 

In front of him, his mount was oppressed, just how powerful was this?! 

Who dared to provoke an undying king? This person dared, moreover doing it right now! 

Imperial Pass, on its city walls, a few people clenched their fists, hearts surging. They really wished they 

could charge over, be in that person’s place, kick that war chariot flying! 

“You should know that we cannot fight. If we really do that, this time-space, the world behind you, both 

will undergo tremendous changes.” Anlan said, still completely calm. 

Behind him, the group of foreign experts clenched their fists. They were unwilling to accept this result. 

Why didn’t Great Ancestor Anlan take action, directly kill this person?! 

Even those who weren’t from the other side found it hard to calm themselves down, all of them holding 

their breaths. That was but an undying king! He was being provoked, pressured! 

The mount’s legs broke, why didn’t Great Ancestor Anlan take action? 

“Heaven Abyss was torn, and it just happened that you and I were fighting great battles in different 

time-space, confrontations at the very peak, opening the gate of time. Injuring my mount can’t be 

considered a disturbance or abrupt change, but if you go further, the entire world will be turned on its 

head!” 

Hong! 

At this moment, that war chariot shone, chaotic energy surged. 

In that instant, the entire world was illuminated. 

Anlan emerged in the world! 



Many people couldn’t open their eyes. That place was too brilliant. A human figure walked out of the 

war chariot, still supporting the original Emperor City in one hand, other hand holding a golden ancient 

spear! 

That spear was too dazzling, the golden brilliance shining through the past, present, and future, as if all 

ages returned to one, eternally here. 

This spear had impaled the Heavenly Horned Ant, pierced through immortal kings. It previously showed 

unmatched divine might, shocking then and now. 

Anlan made his appearance in the world. His body carried brilliance, surrounded by radiance, impossible 

to look directly at, too dazzling and bright just like the golden ancient spear in his hand. 

“I really want to kill you first, and then return.” A light sigh was released. The one on the cauldron spoke, 

carrying regret, as well as a bit of helplessness. 

These words shocked everyone! 

Imperial Pass, on the city walls, a group of people were moved, excited. Just how tyrannical was this, 

how brash? He was definitely an unmatched expert. 

The golden-backed barbaric bull was arrogant, but that was because of Anlan’s reputation behind it, 

which made everyone furious. However, this creature’s easygoing words originated from an unmatched 

lofty quality, making one feel great respect. n/)O𝒱𝑒𝓵𝑩In 

The so-called earth-shattering was precisely this! This person had the will to kill Anlan! 

The people from the other side were stunned, the great army shaken, not daring to believe what they 

were hearing. That person was too arrogant, actually daring to speak like this. 

“Feel free to give it a try. Even while holding Heaven Abyss on my back, needing to support the original 

Emperor City in one hand, I, Anlan, am still unmatched in this world!” 

Anlan revealed a faint smile, extremely confident! 

On the ground, the golden barbaric bull backed up. Even though its bones were broken in dozens of 

areas, it still quickly backed up. It really was too frightened. Existences of this level made it shiver in fear. 

Fortunately, that cauldron and that person didn’t care about it, moreover, right now, all life source 

energy no longer poured down! 

“This really is quite the dilemma. To kill or not to kill?” That person said to himself, as if he was 

contemplating something. 

This immediately made everyone’s minds go taut. He was serious? 

“If you really want to fight, you wouldn’t hesitate. You don’t have much time left here. Just go back, I 

have a feeling that we will meet again in the future, that there will be a battle!” Anlan said. 

“Why?” In the back, the foreign creatures didn’t understand. They really wanted Anlan to take action 

now. 



A light appeared. Shutuo appeared! 

He said quietly, “If we do not belong in the same time-space, should there really be a battle, the heavens 

will collapse and the earth will cave in, time become chaotic. Perhaps everything would no longer exist!” 

Shutuo spoke, telling everyone these things. He knew that there was no way a battle could be allowed 

to happen, both sides showing restraint. 

“It seems like you have quite the enemies in the other time-space as well.” Anlan spoke up again. He 

looked at the other party, because that person’s body was covered in blood. Some was from the enemy, 

some from himself. 

Indeed, on this unmatched expert’s body, there were injuries. He was this powerful, yet he was still 

wounded. One could imagine just how bitter the battles were in his time-space. 

“This is the only way to grind out an unmatched body, to remain unstoppable throughout the long river 

of time.” That mysterious expert sneered, extremely easygoing. 

Right at this time, on Imperial Pass, on the city walls, someone shed tears, moved and full of sorrow, 

carrying an expression of worry. 

It was Ye Qingxian. She was extremely mysterious. Everyone knew that she was in Imperial Pass, yet 

normally, she rarely appeared, unknown just what she was doing. 

There were some who said that she was always cultivating in seclusion. 

Even when Shi Hao was handed over to the other side, she didn’t appear. 

Yet today, she appeared, looking towards the male standing on the cauldron, feeling greatly moved, 

eyes continuously shedding tears. 

Her body was a bit unstable, even a bit indistinct. However, an immortal bell imprint gently swayed, and 

then she finally calmed down. 

“The two of us are in different time-space, there is indeed no way to change anything, nor can I do 

anything.” The mysterious male released a light sigh. Time couldn’t be gone against! 

He turned around. While standing on the cauldron, he said, “This isn’t the first time I crossed the long 

river of time, as luck would have it, there was another experience. Only, unfortunately, it was just like 

this time, not the age I wished to witness. However, I also discovered a drop of blood that is similar to 

mine, belonging to this great era. It previously followed me, but mysteriously returned, coming to this 

world.” 

A drop of blood? 

Why did he speak about these things? Was this a type of warning? 

Imperial Pass, on the city wall, the witch trembled. She remembered that in the struggle between the 

three thousand provinces’ geniuses, Shi Hao had previously discovered a drop of blood from Immortal 

Ancient Remains’ All Life Earth, moreover obtaining it. 



At that time, the witch had personally seen a cauldron, identical to the one the mysterious expert was 

standing on in front of Imperial Pass. 

That drop of blood fell off from the cauldron. 

Chapter 1645 - Blood Drop Reincarnation 

The witch’s face was sparkling white, beautiful hair hanging around her swan neck, oval face slightly 

raised, large eyes flickering as she looked in Shi Hao’s direction. 

She had a serious look on her face, because what she suspected was too shocking! 

That drop of blood was carried on Shi Hao’s body? Her heart rate sped up greatly. 

On the city wall, Shi Hao’s current state was quite different as well. He was also looking into the great 

desert, watching the battlefield. However, his eyes were a bit vacant, as if he was absent-minded. 

However, if one looked carefully, his vacant eyes seemed extremely deep, as if they could suck one’s 

soul right out of their bodies. 

Was he having an out-of-body experience? The witch was shocked. Just how daring did one have to be 

to be so absent-minded in this type of situation, not moving at all? 

Dream back to Immortal Ancient, a mental journey into the great emptiness! 

Even Shi Hao himself didn’t know why this was happening. His soul seemed to have left his body, as if 

flying through different time-space one after another, wandering the endless heavens. 

Above his head, immortal energy surged, turning into a flower. The left one remained unchanged, a 

small creature seated on it, as if it sat in the past. 

Meanwhile, the great dao flower on the right, when it blossomed, there was actually a faint figure who 

appeared, not distinct at all, flickering continuously! 

This was something that had never happened before! 

His dao skills didn’t advance, cultivation realm didn’t make a great leap, yet for some reason, an 

indistinct figure suddenly appeared. 

It wasn’t like a small figure formed after his great dao matured, instead as if it only temporarily took 

form! 

That little figure was extremely blurry. It sat on the great dao flower, as if it came from the future! When 

it turned around, it saw Shi Hao’s true body! 

On the city wall, the ones with strange expressions, acting a bit off, apart from the witch and Shi Hao, it 

was naturally Ye Qingxian. Tears continuously flowed from her fine and perfect face. 

In the surroundings, the crowd were all confused. Not being stupefied like Shi Hao made sense, but why 

was she crying? 

Normally, Ye Qingxian was like a pure spirit, never revealing this type of appearance. She opened her 

mouth, as if she wanted to shout out something, but then closed it again. 



She stared at that mysterious expert in the sky. 

That male stood on the cauldron. He clearly saw Ye Qingxian! 

“A drop of blood, ten drops, even a hundred drops, what difference does it make?” Anlan said calmly. 

One hand supported the original Emperor City, the other hand holding a golden ancient spear, divine 

might unmatched. 

He calmly stood there. Brilliant colors swirled, divine radiance shining in all directions, shocking the 

heavens above and earth below! 

“Just leave, remaining in this time-space long term won’t bring your body any benefits. Even if I said I 

wouldn’t let you leave, your body will perish on its own!” Anlan said coldly. 

Honglong! 

Moreover, at this time, his palm pushed upwards. That city trembled greatly, almost being raised! 

In the skies above, that mysterious expert suddenly turned around, no longer looking at Imperial Pass, 

but rather towards Anlan. The great cauldron shook, moving through the sky. 

By the cauldron entrance, all life source energy pervaded the air, stars slowly revolved. The cauldron 

wall carried blood, illustrating the bitterness of great battles, as well as representing its glory. 

The mysterious expert arrived on the cauldron, pressing towards Anlan. 

However, Anlan didn’t move in the slightest, remaining completely still. 

Chi! 

The great cauldron flew over, almost smashing into Anlan’s body, making even his hair fly about. 

“Heh, haha!” The mysterious expert laughed loudly. 

In the back, in the great desert, the great foreign army was shocked. What was this person doing? They 

were provoking their greatest faith, the highest existence in their hearts! 

“Kill!” 

Someone couldn’t help but shout out. 

Qiang! 

Anlan’s spear rushed out, the long golden weapon stabbing forward. When it was just a hair away from 

making contact with the cauldron, it passed it, directly piercing towards that mysterious expert’s chest. 

“You can try whatever you want!” 

The atmosphere immediately became tense. A great battle that might involve the long river of time was 

about to erupt. 

“You truly leave others with no choice.” The mysterious expert’s body shone, exuberant blood energy 

appearing above him. It illuminated the heavens, making even the long river of time above him tremble. 



Anlan’s pupils contracted. He was moved, was this person really going to make a move? 

“Back up!” 

He shouted, commanding the great army below. His expression was serious, once the two of them 

clashed, it would lead to catastrophic results, perhaps nothing would exist any longer. 

When people from different time-space clashed, it would destroy the original trajectory of the world! 

Honglong! 

All life source energy moved. The cauldron opening was like a cosmos, primal chaos surging, immortal 

energy roiling, releasing the most terrifying power. 

The mysterious expert stood on top, right arm moving. His fist shone, becoming more and more brilliant 

as it slowly descended. 

Moo! 

Below, the golden backed barbaric bull who had long fled far away was so scared his soul was quivering, 

shuddering all over, running away with even greater speed. 

Apart from this, the great foreign army was in panic, everyone retreating. 

It was because Anlan gave the order! 

Right now, Anlan also released the aura of an undying king, protecting the clans below, fearing that the 

mysterious individual would suddenly act out. 

The fist crushed downwards, while the spear faced it from below, both extremely slow, but both of 

them produced heaven and earth irregular scenes, truly shocking every single creature! 

Many cracks appeared between heaven and earth. Everyone on the great desert became blurry, even on 

Imperial Pass’ walls, many individuals became indistinct! 

“Stop!” 

In the distance, Shutuo released a short shout. 

It was because even though the two didn’t truly face each other, this type of confrontation was also 

extremely terrifying. If this continued, once a world shocking battle erupted, it might change this 

segment of history. 

Dang! 

The great cauldron trembled, many bloody traces appearing on its surface, among them some that were 

sparkling and translucent, shining like five-colored diamonds, exceptionally dazzling. 

At the same time, on the great desert and Imperial Pass’ city walls, those creatures’ figures became 

increasingly faint, as if they were about to disappear. 

The two experts from different time-space still didn’t truly fight, yet it already affected all life between 

heaven and earth. 



Hong! 

Suddenly, on Imperial Pass’ city walls, dazzling light rose. Shi Hao couldn’t hold back a low roar. n(-
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It was because a drop of blood appeared from his body, a blood bead, dazzling and resplendent, 

emerging from his body. 

At this moment, the blood began to spread, as it turned into a sea, releasing unmatched might, shaking 

Imperial Pass and the great desert. 

Something strange was happening to Shi Hao! 

Anyone could see that everything was caused by that drop of blood. After expanding, it then quickly 

contracted, falling on the great dao flowers on his head, separately passing through each flower. 

The first flower, the little figure who seemed to live in the past suddenly opened his eyes, becoming 

increasingly mysterious. 

The second flower, the little figure who was bound by the origin energy suddenly struggled about, 

obtaining freedom. The origin energy instead served as its protection, now feeling comfortable! 

The third flower, when the blood droplet passed by, the blurry figure seated on it actually became clear, 

shaking the heavens above and earth below. 

“Ah...” 

Shi Hao roared out, his head of black hair fluttering about. He suddenly looked up, his eyes immediately 

becoming vacant, as if he became someone else. 

Chi! 

Apart from this, several reincarnation imprints appeared on his body, all of them shifting to the area 

above his head, displaying reincarnation profound meanings. 

Honglong! 

The reincarnation imprints suddenly rotated, wrapping around the three little figures, and then they 

fused together. 

Chi! 

In the end, that drop of blood entered that single figure’s body, entering Shi Hao’s body through it. 

Heaven overflowing holy radiance erupted. Shi Hao’s body burned fiercely like a war god reborn through 

flames, one who revived from the endless past! 

Then, divine light shone once more, as if it was connected to the future, borrowing unmatched divine 

might, pouring it downwards. 

What was going on? Everyone was stupefied! 

“This drop of blood is extremely strange and sinister!” Anlan spoke, actually commenting like this. 



This made his expression become serious, eyes reveal divine brilliance. This was definitely a huge 

matter. 

The mysterious male who stood on the cauldron flew into the heavens, standing before the crack before 

the long river of time, calmly watching, no longer speaking. 

Honglong! 

Shi Hao changed. That drop of blood merged into the three little figures, absorbed the reincarnation 

imprint, entering his true body, making him completely different. 

Now, no one could could recognize that this was Shi Hao! 

That aura was too vicious, his eyes piercing, no longer vacant. The light that was released were like 

immortal swords, impossible to look directly at. Symbols rotated around the surface of his body, wishing 

to crush this world. 

With a single leap, he didn’t even use the transport formation, directly appearing outside Imperial Pass, 

leaving everyone stupefied. 

Imperial Pass’ extreme city protection formation actually couldn’t stop him. 

“This is already no longer Huang, it is that drop of blood!” Someone spoke, making this precise 

judgment. 

“Who claims to be unmatched, who dares to call themselves invincible? This has never been seen even 

in the Age of Emperor Collapse!” 

Shi Hao’s words carried forcefulness, as well as a feeling of great changes, as if a monarch walked over 

from the ancient past, witnessing the vicissitudes of time, questioned the heavens itself. 

“That drop of blood was obtained by you!” Anlan looked coldly at the youngster across from him. 

“Correct!” 

Shi Hao replied. When he was speaking, he spoke on initiative, extremely clear. 

“Even a drop of blood wishes to act out?” Anlan’s eyes became cold and deep. 

“If you insist on acting out, then you will be suppressed!” On the other side, that youngster shouted! 

Chapter 1646 - Who Dares Claim They Are Invincible? 

Who claims to be unmatched, who dares to call themselves invincible? This has never been seen even in 

the Age of Emperor Collapse! 

These words left everyone greatly moved, especially the ‘never been seen even in the Age of Emperor 

Collapse’ part, which deeply shook the undying beings. Why was that era mentioned?! 

That youngster directly said that he would suppress Anlan. He was right in front of Imperial pass, above 

the great desert. The endless great army was first quiet, completely silent, and then they erupted with 

noise! 



The cultivators of the other side were all furious. This was just a youngster, yet he dared claim to 

suppress Anlan? That was their great ancestor, the highest level existence, even more so a figure they 

worshipped! 

Who dared to belittle him, who dared to show contempt? This was blasphemy, all offenders must be 

killed! 

“Kill him!” 

“Those who offend our king must die!” 

The cultivators of different clans shouted, all of them rising into the air, about to take action. It was 

because many of them had seen Huang before, knowing who he was! 

He was previously a prisoner, just a brat, yet he dared offend an undying king, this really was absurd! He 

should have his skin flayed and his bones extracted, cast his soul into the center of the sea of bitterness. 

Of course, they also saw how Shi Hao was different. If they didn’t see him before, it would be difficult to 

recognize the current him. Right now, his aura was too extraordinary! 

Even though he is young, he had a type of world devouring aura, as if he was the only paramount 

existence in the heavens above and earth below, that none else could surpass him! 

His head of black hair fluttered about, divine eyes like lightning, so penetrating that it was difficult for 

others to look at him. It even more so gave a few people a type of frightened feeling! 

Hong! 

Immediately afterwards, Shi Hao turned his head, looking towards the foreign side. It was as if the world 

fissured, the skies cracking, great desert sinking; his gaze was more terrifying than the great void crack 

itself. 

Ah... 

Many people screamed, some pierced by light, immediately turning into a blast of bloody mist, others 

cleaved into two, the scene extremely terrifying. 

Hong! 

Anlan took action, the golden ancient spear lightly striking out, severing the sky, blocking everything. 

“A drop of blood, just a leftover trace. Regardless of who you are, it will be hard for you to escape your 

fate!” Anlan said, his tone calm. Even now, his composure didn’t waver. 

Chi! 

Shi Hao took action. There was no need to say too much. A single hand was raised, divine radiance 

rushing into the heavens like magma gushing out of a volcano, illuminating the sky dome. The power 

shook everything in the skies above and earth below. 

Honglong! 



Then, he suddenly swept out, the universe moving in response! That resplendent light turned into a 

blade, a dao severing blade! 

Right now, that blade cut through the natural laws of the heavens, splitting great dao patterns, hacking 

through everything in its path! 

Hou! 

Suddenly, it was as if a vicious roar sounded from the void. 

That was Anlan’s aura. He didn’t speak, but he erupted with endless killing intent, causing an explosion 

sound. It was as if an unmatched monarch was roaring! 

The world exploded to pieces, the void releasing terrifying noise, as if it was the scream of malicious 

spirits. 

The spear in his hand stabbed towards the long blade! 

Everyone released an expression of shock, especially the foreign side’s creatures. This was their king, the 

one they worshiped, yet he was forced to attack seriously by a young man. 

After all these years, Anlan had never even been so serious! 

Before, even when the Immortal Subduing Stele, First Killing Formation damaged diagram appeared, 

they didn’t even shake him. However now, the divine spear was directly raised, truly facing off in a great 

confrontation! 

How many times had Anlan been this serious? When he faced the Immortal Kings in Immortal Ancient 

back then, fighting life and death great battles, it still wasn’t more than this. 

Dang! 

Sparks flew in all directions. The golden ancient spear erupted with fluctuations like a sea, divine 

radiance even more so immediately submerging the sky. It was terrifying to the extreme, making one’s 

soul tremble! 

In this great desert, the endless creatures, countless army all fell weak onto the ground with putong 

putong sounds. They were shivering in fear, crushed under the unmatched might, their bodies simply 

about to explode. 

This was still the result after Anlan protected them. Otherwise, under the blow of the two great experts, 

just the blast waves would be enough to wipe out these soldiers. 

In the skies, the five decrees shone at the same time. Not only did they have to resist Heaven Abyss, 

they also scattered down an endless rain of light, protecting the foreign great army! 

Otherwise, Anlan himself wouldn’t be able to continue on! 

It was because destruction was far easier than creation. The two sides were clashing, the destructive 

force created too great, difficult for one person to completely defend against everything! 



When the light scattered, everyone was roused awake from their great fear, discovering that two 

powers were confronting each other, an aura at the very peak covering heaven and earth. 

Fortunately, Shutuo appeared, body releasing endless light, personally blocking those terrifying dao laws 

and patterns, protecting the foreign cultivators. 

“That is...” 

Everyone was shocked. Anlan’s golden ancient spear actually had a knick on one side of the blade! Just 

how terrifying of a thing was this? 

That was the weapon of an undying king, yet it was actually damaged from that single strike! 

The other side’s creatures were greatly shaken! 

They widened their eyes. Even though the dao severing blade in that youngster’s hand had already 

disappeared, turning into a rain of light, that wasn’t something tangible, could be brought out again. 

“How could Great Ancestor Anlan’s weapon be damaged?” Everyone was stunned. It was hard for them 

to accept this reality. 

That weapon existed throughout time, how could they tolerate any damage? 

On the great desert, Anlan remained indifferent, not getting upset at all, instead becoming even more 

calm. His eyes were as deep as a sea, staring at Shi Hao as if he wanted to see through his soul! 

Wasn’t that Huang? He only obtained a drop of blood, how did he have this type of strength now? This 

was what all of the foreign experts were wondering. 

“This drop of blood isn’t simple!” Shutuo said. He was surrounded by primal chaos, extremely hazy, his 

present intimidating all life! 

For an undying king to come to this type of conclusion, it proved just how terrifying that drop of blood 

was. That familiar yet unfamiliar youngster was so powerful, was that still even Huang?! 

Anlan suddenly spoke, saying, “Nothing more than a drop of blood, barely able to exert a bit of strength 

at the peak. How long can you keep this up, how many strikes can you release? You are courting death!” 

Moreover, at this time, his golden spear was instantly restored, golden color flowing through heaven 

and earth, through the void, absorbing essence golden energy! 

Creation! 

This was unmatched power. Its blade was reforged, becoming even more brilliant, golden light covering 

the skies, dazzling to the extreme. He was powerful even among the undying kings. 

Shi Hao’s aura was fierce like an unsheathed unrivaled immortal blade, his presence extremely 

intimidating. His eyes erupted with radiance, the light as if all creatures were ascending. The rain of light 

was too great, drowning out the sky dome. 

Meanwhile, this was only just his gaze, yet it was already horrifying to the extreme! 

“Asking for a beating!” 



This was Shi Hao’s forceful words, intimidating one down to their primordial spirit. He was confident and 

arrogant, as if he was facing an ordinary creature and casually berating him. 

“Heh, haha...” 

In the back, there were undying creatures who really couldn’t hold themselves back anymore, laughing 

out of rage. This youngster dared to speak like this to their idol of worship, treat an undying king this 

way? 

Did he truly believe himself to be unstoppable thoughout time? 

However, Anlan didn’t berate outwards, his face becoming more and more cold, eyes deep like the 

cosmos, within them scenes of the heavens being destroyed, as well as the grand scene of all things 

reviving. He struck out with the golden long spear ferociously, stabbing forward. 

Honglong! 

Meanwhile, at this time, Shi Hao became different as well. He erupted with an astonishing aura, 

illuminating the sky dome. There was a wave of great power that possessed unrivaled might! 

He stood in place, not moving an inch. However, a dao platform appeared above his head. A drop of 

blood flickered about, and then a figure appeared on that dao platform, standing up from a seated 

posture. 

Hong! 

That person walked down, pressing towards Anlan. 

This was? Many people were stupefied. 

That person not only had generation suppressing talent, unrivaled strength, he also seemed extremely 

familiar, making everyone’s souls tremble. 

Even Anlan was momentarily stunned, revealing this type of expression for the first time. It was because 

things were now completely outside of his expectations. 

A weapon appeared from that person’s head, cast from nine types of immortal gold, moreover releasing 

source energy. It was too familiar. There was a confrontation not long ago! 

“This... don’t tell me it’s that person?” The foreign experts were stupefied. The mysterious expert who 

arrived on the cauldron from another time-space was similar to this person. 

Only, this person had a cauldron above his head. He displayed incomparable might, brandishing a fist 

straight at Anlan. 

Hong! 

A fist descended, collapsing heaven and earth. 

Anlan’s expression changed, raising the golden spear and stabbing towards that person’s fist. 

Dang! 



All life source energy swirled about, blocking that spearpoint. The fist then continued to smash forward, 

domineering beyond compare. 

Dong! 

Anlan raised his head. His entire body was covered in symbols, erupting with power that filled the 

heavens above and earth below, completely unleashing the unrivaled power of an undying king to face 

this individual. 

“Just a drop of blood, yet you wish to defy the heavens?” Anlan roared. 

Weng! 

The great cauldron swayed moved, directly flying towards him to suppress him. 

“Looking for a beating!” This was Anlan’s reply. 

At the same time, a honglong sounded. Above Shi Hao’s head, primal chaos mist surged again, a dao 

platform appearing. Once again, there was a person who sat there. The drop of blood flickering with 

brilliance, reincarnation imprints flowing about. 

Then, this person also rushed out, walking down from the dao platform. His figure was heroic, aura 

swallowing everything under the sky, looking down on the long river of history. Who could contend 

against him?! 

This person’s appearance was blurry. Above his head was a pagoda, furthermore separated into nine 

layers. It released an aura that was like the universe’s great emptiness! 

“That pagoda?” Imperial Pass, on the city wall, Yue Chan, witch, and Qing Yi were all shocked. It was 

because they had seen it before, previously following at Shi Hao’s side. It was that little pagoda, but this 

was the complete version, not damaged. 

The little pagoda who followed Shi Hao back then! 

This person had a nine layered pagoda above his head. It moved forward, sending the same words back 

at Anlan: Looking for a beating! 

It was just as if the one who spoke was an unrivaled being who looked down on those after him. 

An endless aura spread. He seemed to have come from the ancient great river of time, figure 

indomitable, unstoppable under the heavens. 

Honglong! 

He pressed forward, wishing to strike down Anlan. 

Peng! 

Anlan’s expression changed, pupils contracting. The situation really was too strange! 

His hand couldn’t support the original Emperor City anymore, directly letting go. It was because the 

pressure he faced was too great. 



Dong! It was as if a realm was obliterated, the nine layered pagoda as if able to subdue the great 

emptiness. It moved together with that person, destroying all things. 

In the back, the five decrees shone. Shutuo released a light shout, resisting Heaven Abyss, supporting 

the original Emperor City. 

Anlan was continuously forced back. 

Peng! 

After Anlan clashed with one individual, he flew backwards at great speed. It was because those two 

people were too terrifying. 

How could this be? 

How did two creatures like this appear? Where did they come from? 

“I, Anlan, an unrivaled in this world! Who can subdue me?!” Anlan roared, making heaven and earth 

collapse. 

However, a dong sounded. That cauldron flew over, smashing into his golden spear. Then, that pagoda 

appeared, crushing downwards, making Anlan’s body tremble, stagger backwards. 

“You are looking for a beating!” 

Shi Hao shouted out again. Above his head, this time, there was no dao platform that appeared, but 

there was also a hazy void image that appeared. A drop of blood flickered as it flowed about, then, 

reincarnation imprints surged. 

Hong! n)-O𝓋𝑒𝗅𝚋In 

This void figure merged with Shi Hao’s true body, returning, merging as one. There was a type of feeling, 

as if he was unstoppable in this world, a great aura as if he was the sole sovereign! 

Qiang! 

In his hand appeared a sword core. It was dazzling and resplendent, becoming his weapon. He hacked 

outwards, moreover shouting, “You are looking for a beating!” 

With a peng sound, Anlan was sent flying. 

The other side’s army of billions was about to go crazy. What was happening? Why was that young man 

able to produce such a terrifying scene? 

How did he become three people, moreover all of them that sinister, unrivaled figures? 

The scene was extremely terrifying. It was as if they existed in the past, present, and future, three 

bodies interweaving, unsurpassed under the heavens! 

It was just a simple ‘looking for a beating’, yet Undying King Anlan really was going to be subdued?! 

Chapter 1647 - Embodiment Transformation Method 



Everyone was stupefied. What was going on? Why did Huang become three people? They couldn’t 

figure out why this was the case. Who were the other two people?! 

These people appeared out of thin air, their statuses and origins terrifying, strength unmatched and 

astonishing, all of them able to fight against undying kings! 

In the sky dome above, in front of Heaven Abyss’ cracks, that mysterious expert was also stunned, eyes 

revealing a strange expression. If others saw his face, they would also feel that it was quite odd. 

This person had a bizarre feeling, extremely shocked. He never thought that Huang would actually 

produce one figure who was similar to him, the creature with an immortal cauldron floating above his 

head! 

Imperial Pass, on the city walls, everyone was stupefied, in disbelief. Was that still Huang? He could 

actually fight against Anlan! Moreover, why did he turn into three creatures? What was going on with 

the other two? 

That mysterious person with the nine-colored Immortal Gold cauldron swirling with all life source 

energy, wasn’t he standing not that far away? Why did Huang create another one? 

As for the other person, he was even more so accompanied by the long river of time’s radiance, the 

nine-layered ancient pagoda rising and falling, even more mysterious. Which divine being then was he? 

Everyone was stunned! 

“This is... Great Ancestor Anlan lost?!” In the other side’s direction, the various clans’ experts were all 

shaken, great waves surging within their minds. All of them felt their backs turn cold. 

What was the reason for this? The invincible undying king, aloof and remote highest level expert, the 

idol of worship in their hearts, how could he be at a disadvantage?! 

That great cauldron rested there, forged from a mixture of nine types of Immortal Gold and all life 

source energy. It was a unique supreme treasure, only a single one of it in existence. 

Inside of that cauldron, great stars swirled about, carrying powerful pressure. The great cauldron 

descended, suppressing Anlan. 

Dang! 

Anlan’s expression was serious. He held the golden war spear with a single hand, piercing towards the 

great cauldron. The most dazzling radiance erupted between the two, sparks flying in all directions. 

He was extremely strong, indeed someone at the very peak, able to overlook all ages, look down on the 

world under the heavens. However, right now, he still encountered trouble! 

As soon as he clashed with the great cauldron, the nine-layered pagoda descended, power 

incomparable, crushing his body until it became sluggish. Then, another creature holding a sword core 

hacked over. 

Peng! 



The three great experts rushed forward. Anlan was in a critical situation. With a final honglong noise, he 

was sent flying again, moreover, his sleeves exploded! 

This was just the beginning, yet this was already a world shocking confrontation. Perhaps blood radiance 

might even splash out soon. Shi Hao and two other great experts pressed their attack, chasing after 

Anlan. 

This was an extreme battle at the very peak. When had Anlan ever been in such a dangerous situation? 

A single mistake and he might be suppressed by another! 

“Great ancestor!” 

“How could things be like this?” 

In the other side, many people cried out in alarm, feeling worry inside. The unmatched Great Ancestor 

Anlan encountered such great trouble today, was his undefeated legend going to end here? 

Honglong! 

Heaven and earth shook! 

A powerful figure appeared, a nine-layered pagode floating above him, the aura of time flowing about 

its body. It was as if the long river of history rushed past, covering heaven and earth. 

This creature seemed to have come from the past to the present, his body as if one with the pagoda, 

smashing towards Anlan, domineering to the extreme. 

Every move he made was powerful, as if a heavenly emperor was moving through the sky, passing 

judgment as he wished on his subjects. Who dared to show disrespect, who dared to go against him?! 

It was too shocking, too terrifying. He himself seemed to have become a pagoda. When he raised his 

hand, great energy surged, sealing Anlan in place, binding him. 

Dong! 

The great cauldron flew over, seizing this opportunity. It knocked the golden war spear to the side, and 

then struck Anlan’s shoulder, making him stagger backwards. The soles of his feet crushed the void, 

body flying out. 

Moreover, a strand of blood appeared at the corners of his lips. This was a battle at the same level, so 

when the great cauldron smashed into the body, who could endure it? 

Anland only lost a strand of blood. This type of tyrannical display, a strike of this power could easily 

shatter the starry sky, destroy the universe. 

It could be said that this was immeasurable divine might! 

He actually endured it! 

With three great experts attacking him, there was no way he could avoid them all. This was a world 

shocking clash. 



Everyone was shocked. The undefeated Anlan was actually injured! This was a huge deal, comparable to 

the heavens collapsing and earth sinking. 

In the back, many foreign creatures howled in grief. Their undying, their undefeated god was actually 

injured here! This was hard for them to accept. 

All life source energy swirled about, as if it came from the future, merging with that person. He 

slaughtered his way over. 

Then, Shi Hao who held the sword core also arrived with extreme speed, slaughtering his way over, 

unmatched in the present world. With a peng noise, the sword core slashed down, stopping Anlan. 

“How could it be like this?” 

Some people of the other side became scared, feeling shock and worry for him. At the same time, they 

had endless questions. 

“What exactly is going on? Why can he summon two people? Don’t tell me reincarnation really exists?” 

“Are those Huang’s past and future bodies?” There were some people who were extremely sensitive, 

roughly guessing at the issue. They felt as if their hearts were even going to pop out. 

This triggered an uproar. Shi Hao’s three reincarnations? 

Everyone was stupefied. They stared at this scene, feeling more and more like this might be true. Some 

of them felt as if their souls were going to explode, just too shocking. 

Honglong! 

Shi Hao’s three bodies all moved, slaughtering their way forward together, as if it really was as they 

predicted. Three world murderous auras erupted, the power unstoppable! 

The pressure Anlan felt was too great. No matter how strong he was, when faced with this type of 

situation, he was still left in an extremely passive state. 

“Is he a reincarnated being?” Someone asked with a trembling voice. n//𝑜-(𝒱..𝗲/-𝓵))𝔟//1.-n 

Hong! 

At this time, Anlan erupted. On his left hand appeared a shield, sturdy and unbreaking, blocking the 

Everlasting Sword Core. The golden spear in his right hand pierced out, golden light immeasurable. 

He unleashed a vicious counter attack, shield in left hand spear in right, power world shocking! 

“Reincarnation? I’ve overlooked endless time, witnessed too much life and death! Who can reincarnate? 

Even when immortal kings die, they become nothing more than dirty soil, who dares reincarnate before 

me? Reincarnation is merely a beautiful joke. The truly strong never believed in reincarnation!” 

Anlan roared out, his voice shaking heaven and earth. 

In the distance, Shutuo’s expression was indifferent, saying, “There is no such thing as reincarnated 

beings, only reincarnated events.” 



The two great experts both refuted the existence of reincarnation, not believing that those two were Shi 

Hao’s reincarnated bodies at all. 

“Are these all the oddities produced by that drop of blood?” In the other side’s direction, someone 

asked. 

“That drop of blood is too strong then, right?” Someone said quietly, because even Great Ancestor 

Anlan was even about to be subdued! 

“Extremely strong. That drop of blood, its glory before death, its dao fruit has reappeared. It represents 

power at the peak. However, it can’t sustain this power for a long time, just the condensation of some of 

its imprints when its owner was still alive, erupting with its former brilliance!” Shutuo said. 

Everyone understood. Even though it was just a drop of blood, it could be considered to be redisplaying 

a past glory. It couldn’t be continued forever. 

“Is it really not reincarnation?” 

Some of them were still unconvinced. If it wasn’t reincarnation, then how did this result appear? 

“I believe it might be... a transformation of his great method!” Shutuo’s expression was grave. After 

saying these things, even he himself shivered inwardly. 

“During the Age of Emperor Collapse, Embodiment Transformation Great Method!” In the distance, 

Anlan finally spoke this as well, actually coming to the same conclusion as Shutuo. 

“What kind of method is that?” In the back, an undying being asked Shutuo. 

“One that can change the body of another, borrow the dao fruit of another, create a present 

embodiment! It is heaven-defying, a great method in the Age of Emperor Collapse!” Shutuo’s expression 

was serious, his mind surging chaotically. 

He was now sure that this was that type of unmatched strange great method. He never expected to still 

be able to see it in this world! 

“Just a drop of blood, it won’t last. It’ll scatter apart soon. Anlan, as long as you can hold on, we will 

definitely achieve a great victory!” Shutuo said. 

Hong! 

However, right now, the drop of blood was extremely glorious, not scattering yet. The three great 

experts all erupted with unmatched power. 

Dong! 

The great cauldron descended, smashing apart Anlan’s spear, moreover smashing into his chest. 

In addition, the nine-layered pagoda descended, striking aside his shield, moreover continuing to strike 

down at him. 

Then, the sword core swept over, smashing into Anlan’s body, striking him until he spurted out a 

mouthful of blood. 



The drop of blood’s brilliance, it instantly ignited the glory of the past! 

Honglong! 

Three great experts chased after Anlan, fiercely taking action. 

At this moment, Anlan entered a dangerous situation, now facing a crisis. 

He displayed a powerful secret method, slaughtering out a path, breaking free from the three 

individuals’ enclosure. However, the nine-layered pagoda then displayed endless spatial force, 

restricting him. 

Peng! 

The great cauldron descended, wishing to suck him inside. 

A ding sounded. The war spear in Anlan’s hand stabbed forward, stopping the cauldron wall. 

Sword cries shook the heavens. The sword core Shi Hao brandished descended. It was called a sword 

core because it didn’t have an edge. It smashed into Anlan’s back, sending him flying. 

Everyone was stupefied. Anlan was injured, repeatedly chased by the other side, now in an extremely 

sorry state! 

“Embodiment Transformation Great Method?!” 

Imperial Pass, on the city walls, everyone finally understood why those two creatures appeared. It was 

actually because of an ancient method. 

However, even though this was the case, they were still greatly shaken. 

In the skies, the mysterious person stood in front of Heaven Abyss’ great crack. He released a light sigh, 

saying, “Embodiment Transformation Great Method, it was actually this!” 

It was clear that this method had tremendous origins, or else he wouldn’t have given this type of 

evaluation. 

Dong! 

Anlan was chased after once again, his body smashed into by the great cauldon, sending his entire body 

flying. He coughed out large mouthfuls of blood, taking on serious injuries. 

Everyone was stupefied. Embodiment Transformation Great Method displayed its might, three great 

beings chased after Anlan. This left everyone shocked! 

Chapter 1648 - Subduing Anlan 

Anlan was injured, being chased down. The great desert immediately became completely quiet! 

It was because this was just too shocking. 

That was but Undying King Anlan, yet today, he tasted this type of defeat, blood flowing out from the 

corners of his mouth, chased down by others, taking on injuries that weren’t light. 



“Where are you going?!” 

The three great experts all possessed unmatched divine abilities. They displayed unmatched methods, 

cutting off the path ahead. Time fragments flew about, accompanied by a sword core that hacked over. 

Ding! 

The golden war spear in Anlan’s right hand stopped the sword core, his eyes releasing great brilliance. 

He was naturally unwilling. Even though he was backing up, avoiding the three great experts’ attacks, it 

was still hard for him to accept this result. 

He believed that the drop of blood wouldn’t be able to last much longer, only able to release an instant 

of brilliance, igniting its past glory. 

He had been waiting all this time, hoping to wait until that drop of blood was exhausted, and then he 

would take action viciously, overwhelm the other party. However, he miscalculated, things not going as 

he wished at all. 

Dong! 

The nine-layered pagoda descended, striking Anlan’s back, making him spit out a large mouthful of 

blood. This strike really was too heavy, attacking right at his back, powerful beyond compare. 

Dong! 

In the air, all life source energy descended like a waterfall, pouring down onto Anlan’s body. It 

suppressed downwards while carrying the great dao. Anlan’s body staggered about, coughing out blood 

again. 

Anlan’s eyes became cold. He suddenly released power, straightening his back, forcing back the all life 

source energy and cauldron. His aura became ferocious like that of an unmatched demon king. 

“Let’s see just how much longer you can act crazily for!” His words were ice-cold, not like those of 

someone who was defeated at all, still just that calm. 

“Then stop running and accept your fate!” Shi Hao shouted. 

This battle left everyone dazzled, all clans’ creatures inwardly shaken, trembling in fear. This scene was 

too terrifying, the everlasting undying Anlan was actually at a disadvantage. 

Dong! 

Three weapons appeared at the same time from three different directions, cauldron, sword core and 

nine-layered pagoda all smashed towards Anlan. 

“Break free!” Anlan roared. He held a shield in his left hand, when it moved, it was as if a great mountain 

was pushed outwards, wishing to force back all of the incoming weapons. The golden war spear in his 

hand was also resisting. 

Dang! 



That type of power was too great, scattering aside the great dao patterns that extended from the void, 

making the skies explode. 

Moreover, Anlan’s hands were completely bloody, this blood flowing down his arms from his fingers. It 

was because he received a heavy blow. Three weapons descended at the same time, they were too 

powerful. 

The most terrifying thing was that when the three great experts pressed forward, they also brandished 

their fists, smashing forward, fighting with their bodies. n)/𝐎-.𝓥-/𝐄..𝓵((𝓫-(I()n 

Peng peng peng! 

At this moment, Anlan struggled fiercely, fighting bloodily against the three individuals. His entire body 

released radiance, the space between his brows even more so flickering with its unique radiance, 

releasing great power. 

Only, he was at a disadvantage, enduring too much. The three individuals and three weapons pressed 

down together, making his body shake intensely. 

Pu! 

Anlan coughed out blood. His body no longer stood steadily. In that instant, he suffered the attacks of 

many powerful fists, the result of three great experts rushing over murderously at the same time. 

If this continued, Anlan would die here, there would be huge problems. 

Anlan had blood trickling out of his mouth, his expression serious. He felt like he had guessed wrong. 

Why was this drop of blood able to last for such a long amount of time, erupt with endless divine might? 

“Great Ancestor Shutuo, please take action, suppress that vicious individual!” Someone said. It was 

because the other side’s cultivators were scared, fearing that Anlan might die here. 

This was something that never happened before. In the other side, as long as an undying king took 

action, it meant that there was no chance of defeat, that the other side would definitely be defeated, no 

one able to stop them. 

Yet today, they felt worry for Great Ancestor Anlan, fearing that he would die here. 

One had to understand that in Immortal Ancient Great Era, Anlan had experienced too many great 

battles. What so-called dangerous or powerful opponents hadn’t he seen? Yet in the end, he was able to 

stand tall in the present age. 

“Great Ancestor Anlan is invincible!” Someone shouted. 

In the end, with perfect timing, Huang brandished the sword core, drawing out a streak of rainbow light, 

stabbing forward. 

This time, things were definitely not normal. The bladeless sword core immediately released cold 

radiance, carrying biting cold killing intent, instantly arriving. 

Pu! 



Anlan’s arm was dripping with blood. He avoided the vitals, but he was still injured. The sword core 

didn’t have an edge, yet it still cut into his body! 

One had to understand that the previous few times, he relied on exceptional divine abilities, yet the 

results weren’t even this bad, making it through. He shouldn’t have had an injury opened by the sword 

core. 

“Great ancestor!” A few people cried out. 

Many people found this result hard to accept, because Anlan was the highest level of existence in their 

hearts, while the other party was the youngster Huang. Not long ago, he was still their prisoner, yet 

now, he was suppressing Anlan. 

“Great Ancestor Shutuo, please take action!” Someone shouted out once more. 

Right now, Shutuo was supporting the original Emperor City in the air, as well as supporting the five 

decrees, seemingly trying to seal this city, open up Heaven Abyss. 

“Undying beings, as long as we wish to cross the pass, we have to pay a price. This type of effect is 

permanent, something that will appear many years later.” This was Shutuo’s reply. 

He told everyone that if one wished to break past Heaven Abyss, approach the area ahead, a great price 

had to be paid. 

“Is not even working together okay?” Someone asked out of worry. Anlan was surrounded, and there 

was danger to his life, yet Shutuo couldn’t take action? 

“Heaven Abyss isn’t something naturally formed, but rather the reflection of many unmatched laws, the 

gathering place of great dao traces. As long as Heaven Abyss is crossed, regardless of whether it is one 

or two undying kings, the result will be the same, needing to pay the price!” 

Shutuo explained. Heaven Abyss’ highest symbols had extremely powerful targeted effects. It was like a 

curse, there precisely to stop undying existences. 

After all these years, there was a good reason as to why the other side didn’t break through Heaven 

Abyss. 

“This means that there was a reason why Anlan went to break through the pass alone? Is this the price 

my side has to pay?” Someone asked with a trembling voice. 

“Correct!” Shutuo nodded. 

Previously, only Anlan moved up, everyone else only supporting him through law decrees, not truly 

making contact with Heaven Abyss. 

“I believe that Great Ancestor Anlan will be victorious in the end. That is just a single drop of blood! 

Once its brilliance burns out, that will be when everything ends!” An important figure said. 

Dong! 

However, when his words just sounded, Anlan received another serious injury. 



The sword core tore through his skin, leaving behind a bloody streak by his neck. His head was almost 

removed by Shi Hao, the sword dao patterns brushing past his neck. 

“Anlan, hand over your life!” Shi Hao shouted. 

“I refuse to believe it! Let’s see just how much longer you can act crazily for! It’s about time for this drop 

of blood to completely burn out, his extreme glory when he was alive should come to an end!” Anlan 

shouted. 

Even if the Embodiment Transformation Great Method was in effect, Anlan still believed that there was 

a limit to his strength, that this type of power was going to disappear soon. 

Peng! 

The great cauldron descended, striking him until he flew who knew how far away. Then, the nine-

layered pagoda fell, crushing him beneath. 

En? 

Many people were shocked at this scene. Was Anlan sealed? It was because after the nine-layered 

pagoda fell, it surrounded Anlan, about to collect him into the pagoda! 

Anlan was in a sorry state, suffering greatly. He was beaten quite miserably before the cultivators of 

both sides, many parts of his body bleeding, almost sucked straight into that pagoda. 

Dong! Anlan was struck again, this time by the great cauldron. He was struck to the point where his 

chest caved in a bit, the damage extremely severe. 

He wiped away the blood from the corners of his lips, and then released a great roar, shaking the past, 

present, and future. It was as if he wanted to see into the limits of the world. 

Unfortunately, the cauldron, nine-layered pagoda and sword core moved together, seriously injuring 

Anlan again, sending his entire body flying. This could be considered vomiting blood while retreating! 

Peng! 

Immediately afterwards, everyone’s scalps went numb. The three great experts didn’t say a single word, 

just pressing forward, fighting against Anlan, beating him until he coughed out blood, his situation 

extremely bad. 

“Beat him well! What great ancestor, didn’t you say you were going to cross the pass, overturn Emperor 

City? Where is all that bravery now? Where is that so-called invincible loftiness of yours now?!” 

Imperial Pass, on the city walls, someone shouted. Many people even became excited, seeing the dawn 

of victory. 

“Kill Anlan, kill the other side’s so-called great ancestors! Return to Imperial Pass our bright world, kill 

him!” There were even more extremists who shouted. 

Hong! 



When he spoke the name Anlan, shocking irregular scenes appeared. An enormous creature emerged, 

opening its eyes in the skies above, looking like Anlan himself. 

Undying kings had unmatched magical force. As long as one called their name, even if they were at the 

other end of the horizon, void figures would be produced, the power astonishing. 

“Cut!” 

In the distance, Shi Hao released a loud cry. The sword core in his hand released the most resplendent 

rain of light. A sword hacked forward, with a chi sound, it cut through the void, moreover slicing through 

that void image, as if it truly destroyed an unmatched existence. 

That void figure collapsed, disappearing. 

With a peng noise, Anlan flew outwards, suffering another heavy blow. He was continuously beaten by 

the three great experts, blood flowing out from the corners of his lips. He quickly backed up. 

Chapter 1649 - Exorcising Demons 

Anlan was being chased down, this was a shocking scene. Moreover, his muscles and bones were 

injured, mouth coughing out blood, making others feel as if they were dreaming. It was as if they 

returned to the cruelest phase of Immortal Ancient Great Era! 

The other side’s creatures were trembling, horrified, feeling like this really was too unusual. 

Shutuo had a serious expression on his face, not saying a word, just staring there. Why was that drop of 

blood not completely burned through? It was actually this terrifying! 

Imperial Pass, on the city wall, the cultivators were excited, great emotions surging within their minds. 

Many people couldn’t help but roar out, their moods surging, unable to hold back their roars. It was 

hard for them to express their stirred up emotions! 

“Kill him!” 

“Is he really going to kill Anlan?” 

Even those elders who were already quite old were shaking, their lips trembling, feeling hot blood rush 

to their heads, wishing to roar out. 

Who was Anlan? This was an undying king, someone who was unstoppable in this world. He had 

slaughtered this world until it lacked light, heaven and earth losing color. This was one of the rulers who 

eradicated the Nine Heavens Ten Earths! 

In the past, he had fought against immortal kings. His hands were bloody, one of the unmatched 

terrifying existences the Nine Heavens Ten Earths’ side hated the most. 

Now, the decisive battle that was playing out before them was like a dream, they simply didn’t dare 

believe what they were seeing. 

Anlan’s expression was indifferent, no emotions visible. Even though he was injured, body carrying 

blood, he was still that collected, his calmness making others feel fear. 



However, now, he really entered a dangerous situation! 

It was to the extent where there was even danger to his life! 

In the end, he jumped out, actually entering Heaven Abyss, avoiding the city, arriving above. 

Surprisingly, the original Emperor City didn’t suppress him. 

However, everyone saw an irregular scene. Heaven Abyss trembled, streak after streak of blood-colored 

divine chains of order extended like a spiderweb, covering all of Heaven Abyss. 

“So this is Heaven Abyss’ curse-like power?” In the foreign side’s direction, someone cried out in alarm. 

It was because they already heard Shutuo say that Heaven Abyss was terrifying, that it was a gathering 

place of natural laws, the region where great dao patterns interweaved. Even unmatched experts were 

suppressed here. 

This was something the creatures of Immortal Domain built in the past. 

“Does Great Ancestor Anlan want to borrow Heaven Abyss’ power to suppress his opponent?” A King 

Clan’s old clan leader sighed. 

This was risky, as he himself would be infected by that wave of power, from this then drag the other side 

into an unfavorable situation. 

Shutuo’s expression became grave, but he didn’t say anything. 

It was because right now, he wasn’t sure if Heaven Abyss would suppress the glorious power of that 

drop of blood! 

If it really could ‘destroy indiscriminately’, then Anlan would undoubtedly have made an excellent play, 

dragging down the three great experts with him to be suppressed together! 

In that place, the undying kings, regardless of how many there were, they would all activate a curse-like 

sea of terrifying laws, be corroded and killed. 

Honglonglong! 

Red-colored divine chains of order interweaved, forming a spider web, displaying the highest great dao 

power, attacking the undying king! 

This was Heaven Abyss, even more so a piece of the severed ancient cosmos. It covered this place, 

looking like an ocean eye. The area below was vast and boundless, but the area above became more and 

more narrow. 

There were naturally great stars here, celestial bodies filling the heavens. They appeared one after 

another, grand without limit. 

In reality, this used to be a piece of ancient cosmos, only, it was beaten into ruins, destroyed by the 

great magical force of many powerful individuals, suppressed here, separating Imperial Pass and the 

other side. 



If one wished to enter the Nine Heavens Ten Earths, they had to break through the realm wall, had to 

cross this place! 

Hong! 

Anlan erupted with power. Now that he was forced to this step, even though he looked calm, when he 

took action, he was ferocious. When had he ever been pressured this far before? 

The power of time overflowed, the long river of time seemingly about to divert, surging powerfully. 

When Anlan raised his hand, he grabbed a giant star, directly sending it smashing forward. 

Dong! That star burned, releasing endless potential, smashing towards the three great experts. 

Chi! 

At this moment, the nine-layered pagoda shone. Following a light tremble, the great star exploded, 

bursting like fireworks there. However, this only lasted for a moment. What followed extreme brilliance 

was darkness! 

“Kill!” 

Anlan shouted out. He decisively retaliated. He had been waiting all this time, waiting for that drop of 

blood to exhaust the last of its power, yet in the end, there was no sign of this happening at all, instead 

causing him to be continuously injured. 

As a result, he no longer waited, deciding to attack with everything he had. 

At this moment, he used many methods, ancestral methods rushing out one after the other, unmatched 

divine abilities displayed in succession. 

The golden war spear in Anlan’s hand shot out, several dozen stars moving with the spear, spinning in 

the damaged cosmos, and then they arrived at the tip of the golden spear. 

After he stabbed out fiercely, great stars shone, all of them having symbols carved onto them. One star 

became one formation core; he fought while arranging a formation. 

Only, the three great creatures were too powerful. Right now, all life source energy flowed, falling down 

from the cauldron. Under rumbling noises, a celestial body was crushed. 

“Rise!” 

Anlan shouted out, the ancient shield in his left hand rising up, directly guiding over an expanse of 

darkness. This was a black hole, on it engraved endless symbols, suppressing the three great experts. 

However, Shi Hao was extremely fierce. The sword core in his hand rose up, piercing forward fiercely. 

The darkness turned into an expanse of brilliance, immediately stabbed through, radiance burning the 

heavens. 

A great decisive battle unfolded. In the end, Anlan was seriously injured once more. 

The three great creatures’ magical force was unmatched, divine bravery without equal, impossible to 

resist. 



Dong! The great cauldron descended, smashing down on Anlan’s back, making him cough out large 

mouthfuls of blood, his body staggering backwards. 

Moreover, at this time, the Everlasting Sword Core shone, dazzling and resplendent. It pressed over 

from the front, impossible to dodge, sword radiance everlasting, cutting through the dao laws under the 

heavens! 

Pu! 

At this moment, blood splashed outwards. Anlan’s chest was pierced through, blood gushing out, 

drowning out the starry sky. Even if it was a single drop of blood, it was still enough to burn large 

amounts of stars into ashes. 

This scene was extremely shocking. Anlan released a long roar. Inside Heaven Abyss, large amounts of 

stellar domains exploded, going completely dark, shocking the world. n𝓸𝑣𝑒/𝐿𝒷-1n 

Below, if not for Imperial Pass’ protection, if not for Shutuo’s interception, who knew just how many 

creatures would die, how many clans would be eradicated. 

That type of scene was too terrifying, one roar and the universe would collapse! 

At the very least, in this damaged world, countless great stars exploded, starry space collapsing. There 

were all types of giant stars that exploded, turning into dust! 

Ah... 

Anlan released a long roar. All of the blood that fell flowed in reverse. This was the blood of an undying 

king, extremely precious, everlasting and undying, eternally inextinguishable. 

“Collect!” 

A shout sounded from the nine-layered pagoda’s direction. The tall figure stirred on the ancient pagoda, 

about to collect Anlan inside. 

“Out of the way!” 

Anlan roared. His head of long hair danced about chaotically, eyes like the most penetrating lightning. 

His gaze tore through the ancient cosmos, the golden war spear in his hand fiercely striking the pagoda. 

Dang! The noise was extremely loud, shaking this damaged space. 

Dong! 

Moreover, in this instant, his left arm shone, blood energy surging. He activated the ancient shield, 

stopping the bottom of the nine-layered pagoda. 

All life source energy descended. The great cauldron struck over, smashing into Anlan’s body, making 

him cough out blood, wishing to force him into the pagoda to be refined. 

It was to the extent where the great cauldron even began to shine in the end. The inside of the cauldron 

surged with endless primal chaos, also directly trying to suck in Anlan. 

The cauldron and pagoda both exerted force, wishing to refine away an undying king here! 



“How could it be like this?” The cultivators of the other side’s clans were all shocked. Anlan lost, there 

was danger to his life. Was the undefeated undying king legend from the distant past until now going to 

be shattered? 

Some clans felt as if they fell into the abyss, feeling their bodies going cold. 

The Nine Heavens’ side that had been defeated by them should now be extremely weak, so how did 

such a monster appear now? Was Great Ancestor Anlan going to be suppressed? 

Whose blood was that? It actually granted Huang this type of strength! It left every single creature 

deeply shaken! 

“What a pity, my time is up, cannot stay here for long, unable to see the period of time I was waiting for, 

unable to see the you of that era, as well as those...” 

Right at this time, above Heaven Abyss, before the great crack, the mysterious expert who stood on the 

cauldron said to himself. He was going to leave. 

It was because he didn’t belong to this time-space, unable to stay here long term. Otherwise, there 

would be huge problems! 

Only an unmatched expert of his level was able to accomplish this, appear in this era. Otherwise, it was 

completely impossible. Saying that there was only a single example like him throughout the ages was 

more like it. 

Dang! 

The great cauldron shook, bringing him out of that crack. Time swirled about, the long river of time’s 

great waves striking against the heavens, supporting the great cauldron. He entered the world at 

another time. 

Vaguely, one could make out the beautiful mountains and rivers of that place. Immortal energy 

pervaded the air. That was a grand world! 

“I won’t die, I want to become even stronger!” 

That person’s voice was extremely quiet, but he was also extremely arrogant and intimidating, shaking 

up Heaven Abyss. He was about to vanish. 

The crack closed, the long river of time receding. 

Imperial Pass, on the city walls, Ye Qingxian silently reached out her hand. It was shaking, tears still 

falling from her face. It was as if she wanted to grab something, but she felt extremely powerless, 

unable to grab anything. Her quick-witted and lively face was full of tears, full of sorrow. 

As that person disappeared, her body became unsteady, almost falling onto the ground. 

Ah... 

Anlan roared out, now truly angered. He was almost collected into the pagoda, about to be refined 

away. 



Even though he was doing everything he could, struggling free again, he was stabbed through by a 

sword, an arm hacked off. Just how terrifying of a thing was this? 

One had to understand that his flesh was imperishable, golden body everlasting, the weapons of this 

world shouldn’t be able to injure him easily at all. However, today, he suffered so greatly. 

“Collect for me!” 

A roar sounded again. All life source energy swirled about, finally seizing Anlan, swallowing him into the 

cauldron, trapping him within. 

Dang! 

The nine-layered pagoda descended, smashing down on Anlan’s head. He was forcibly sent into the 

cauldron, suppressed within! 

Chi! 

Shi Hao loosened his hand, letting the sword core fly out. It produced a streak of immortal light, entering 

the cauldron to cut down Anlan! 

“I am imperishable, undying throughout the ages, everlasting and eternal, no one in this world able to 

kill me!” Anlan said coldly, still not flustered. His voice was cold like an unmatched demon king from the 

depths of hell. 

Chapter 1650 - Heaven Abyss Collapse 

“Undying? You were already sucked into a cauldron, about to be refined away!” 

Imperial Pass, on the city walls, there were some who showed disdain, really wishing that they could 

immediately kill Anlan. However, many people also knew that killing an undying king was extremely 

difficult. 

Even if Huang currently had the upper hand, things would still be troublesome. 

Weng! 

The great cauldron shook, the all life source energy inside swirling about. The Nine-Colored Immortal 

Gold cauldron wall was sparkling and resplendent with brilliant colors, starting to refine Anlan. 

Qiang! 

Moreover, at the same time, the Everlasting Sword Core shone, warping and weaving about in the 

cauldron, streak after streak of immortal radiance descending, truly about to kill Anlan. 

Under dang dang noises, Anlan protected himself with the ancient shield in his left hand. 

A honglong sounded. The nine-layered pagoda descended, plugging the cauldron, refining Anlan 

together with the cauldron, about to end his life here. 

“Great ancestor!” 



On the other side, a group of creatures shouted. Anlan Clan’s people were especially shocked, at the 

same time furious. The glorious undying king of a generation, someone known to be an undefeated 

legend, how could this type of person be suppressed by another? 

The great cauldron shook three times, and then Heaven Abyss shook three times. It was as if the ancient 

cosmos was going to collapse. 

“Great Ancestor Shutuo!” 

In the other side, there were people who were alarmed, calling out to Shutuo, wishing for him to help 

out. Otherwise, they really were scared that something unexpected would happen to Anlan, killed by 

Huang in Heaven Abyss. 

Shutuo frowned, feeling like things were too strange. It was just a single drop of blood, it should have 

long burned away all of its potential, so how could it still display this type of divine might? 

“The Embodiment Transformation Great Method is worthy of being an extreme art that shocks past and 

present. It is this powerful!” Shutuo said with a sigh. It could only be said that this type of ancient 

method was too heaven-defying. 

While supporting the original Emperor City, he prepared to take action. Otherwise, something really 

might happen to Anlan! 

They were both undying kings, the two understanding each others’ abilities, even more so aware of 

situations involving existences on their level. Even though it was difficult for him to die, before that drop 

of blood completely burned out, it was still worrying. He had to take action. 

Honglong! 

Heaven Abyss shook, the original Emperor City shone. 

Shutuo’s body shook. He was still carrying the ancient city, a grave expression appearing on his face. It 

was because he felt a wave of danger. 

In the sky, red divine chains of order interweaved, surrounding all directions, suppressing the powerful 

creatures in Heaven Abyss. 

It really was like a curse. The effect this place had on undying level existences was too great, making 

them feel as if they were being crushed. Their moods were all heavy. 

Shi Hao felt a wave of danger, this danger originating from Heaven Abyss’ suppression. His body 

trembled. At the same time, he felt like things weren’t right. Symbols appeared all around his body, that 

drop of blood’s power really was about to dissipate. 

Heaven Abyss suppressed indiscriminately, releasing mysterious law power towards both him and 

Anlan. 

At the same time, that drop of extremely mysterious blood burned, turning into multicolored light in his 

body, as if it was going to scatter, his power also weakening. These two matters happened at the same 

time. 



This was really bad! 

“Kill!” 

Shi Hao roared. The nine-layered pagoda shook, blocking the cauldron opening, resonating with the 

great cauldron, suppressing Anlan together. 

Pu! 

Inside the cauldron, Anlan coughed out large mouthfuls of blood. It was because he suffered a serious 

blow, cracks appearing on his body. This was something that hadn’t happened for who knew how many 

tens of thousands of years. 

He was actually seriously injured, almost blasted to pieces by the two weapons. 

Of course, the most terrifying thing was that there was a sword core in the cauldron as well, hacking at 

him, clashing with the golden war spear and shield in his hands. 

There was some sword radiance that hacked into Anlan’s body, making his so-called unbreaking golden 

body suffer a great test. He was losing blood, his situation extremely bad. 

Pu! 

Immediately afterwards, a streak of sword light flickered about, flying past the cauldron, almost 

removing Anlan’s head, leaving behind a terrifying bloody gash by his neck. 

Dong! 

A wave of blood energy surged from the cauldron. Anlan acted out. The color of the blood in his body 

changed, turning into five-colored blood, rushing into the heavens. It blasted aside the nine-layered 

pagoda. He wanted to rush out from within. 

“Kill!” 

Shi Hao roared. It was because he didn’t have many chances left. If he couldn’t kill Anlan, then when the 

power of the drop of blood was exhausted, he might die here. 

Anlan reached out with half of his body, but was blasted back down by the nine-layered pagoda. Natural 

laws surrounded him, crushing Anlan until cracks appeared all over his body. 

The most terrifying thing was that the sword core struck out. With a pu sound, this time, it almost 

stabbed through the space between Anlan’s brows. It pressed against his frontal bone, that area 

dripping with blood. 

Anlan’s body shone, doing everything he could to resist. 

It had to be said that he was just too strong, his frontal bone incomparably sturdy. The sword core 

actually couldn’t immediately stab through. 

The red divine chains of order descended from Heaven Abyss, blasting Anlan until he staggered about, 

almost falling into the cauldron. His expression was serious, feeling like the situation was critical. 



He felt great restraining fear towards this type of order’s suppression. He was extremely fearful, treating 

it more carefully than Shi Hao’s attacks. 

It was because he was an undying king, even if someone of the same level tried to kill him, they 

wouldn’t immediately succeed. Meanwhile, the laws and order from Heaven Abyss above weren’t so 

simple, like a curse. Once it contaminated one’s body, it might bring many years of harm before it would 

fade. 

Roar! 

Anlan roared out. He spat out five-colored essence blood, igniting the unmatched power of undying 

kings, struggling with everything he had, resisting Heaven Abyss’ power, also wishing to break free from 

inside the cauldron. 

“Kill!” 

The three great experts erupted with brilliance at the same time, doing everything they could to kill 

Anlan. 

The three weapons resonated, suppressing the undying king together. 

Hong! 

All life source energy surged. That cauldron shook intensely, about to refine away Anlan. His body was 

inside the cauldron, covered in cracks, looking like he was about to explode. 

Even with the ancient shield and golden war spear protecting him, it still wasn’t enough. He was still 

heavily injured. 

The nine-layered pagoda descended, blasting him until he staggered backwards, now unsteady inside 

the cauldron. 

The most crucial thing was that the sword core was activated by all three great experts. The sword 

descended. Pu. This time, Anlan’s neck was cut open. 

This was extremely bad, his head was removed! 

With a gulu noise, his head tumbled on the ground. It wasn’t that it no longer wanted to hide, but rather 

that it was temporarily restricted by the cauldron and pagoda. 

“Ah...” In the other side’s direction, everyone roared out, simply about to go crazy. What was going on? 

Great Ancestor Anlan’s head was actually falling to the ground? 

This was too absurd! How could an unmatched existence be wounded, have his head removed? 

At this moment, Shutuo finally made his move. Even if he ended up being corroded by the red divine 

chains of order, the pressure he faced increased, having to pay a huge price, he still had to rescue Anlan. 

He couldn’t watch something truly happen to an undying king! 

A honglong sounded, the heavens collapsing and earth splitting. Shutuo reached out a large hand, 

moreover bringing out a secret treasure. He attacked Heaven Abyss, wishing to rescue Anlan. 



Shi Hao sighed. He knew that he was now in danger! 

It was because his power was declining. His most powerful period was quickly ending. 

Dong! 

Sure enough, the nine-layered pagoda was struck aside. Shutuo’s great hand shone, seizing Anlan from 

within. 

Even though Anlan’s head was removed, he didn’t die. His head had long flown back to his neck, 

currently connecting, quickly closing the wound. 

Shutuo quickly brought Anlan with him in retreat! 

This was a surprise, outside of Shi Hao’s expectations. The other party didn’t notice that he was 

weakening. 

Shi Hao sighed, feeling a bit helpless. However, he still wanted to stop them. 

“Hurry and retreat!” 

Right at this time, he heard a hidden voice by his ears. Someone was secretly transmitting sound to him. 

He was alarmed. It came from that original Emperor City, the sole survivor of the seven kings that was 

talking to him, warning him. 

Shi Hao didn’t waste any time, quickly rushing towards Imperial Pass’ side. Meanwhile, the other two 

creatures, as well as the nine-layered pagoda and cauldron were both retreating as well. 

“Could it be... that the drop of blood had exhausted its power?” On the other side, someone suspected. 

At the same time, Anlan and Shutuo’s pupils contracted, moreover taking action at the same time. They 

struck towards Shi Hao’s rear figure, wishing to deal a serious blow. 

Honglong! 

However, Heaven Abyss shook. Red radiance poured down from above, this being light order and 

heavenly dao natural laws, suppressing the two undying kings. 

“You dare?!” 

Anlan and Shutuo both shouted, quickly taking action. They didn’t wish for that wave of power to 

appear. 

Hong! 

Heaven Abyss collapsed, the heavens high above actually exploded. Red order power poured down, and 

then turned into a sea of blood, grand and majestic, pouring down. 

At this moment, the red sea submerged the two great undying kings. 

“En? This is bad!” Many foreign creatures shouted out. 



Heaven Abyss was actually destroyed! However, they didn’t feel any joy, because at the final critical 

juncture, the two undying kings were actually drowned within. 

“Rise!” 

Shutuo roared. 

At the same time, Anlan was also shouting, about to struggle free. 

Hong! 

In that instant, the world shook. Heaven Abyss was completely destroyed, the ruined world burning! 

This scene was too shocking. The great stars were like firecrackers, exploding in the air, the energy 

fluctuations horrifying, even making the undying existences shiver in fear. 

Even though it was damaged, it still used to be a universe of its own. The heavenly stars exploded, just 

how terrifying of a thing was this? 

Hong! 

The most shocking thing was that the original Emperor City flew up. Even though it broke apart into 

pieces, it was still suppressing Anlan and Shutuo. 

“We’re done! We can’t cross over for some time, the sea of natural laws have burst through the dam!” 

There were some from the other side who were shocked, muttering like this. 

Right now, in the distance, there were creatures from Burial Earth who were looking in this direction as 

well. They watched this scene, feeling extremely shocked. They knew that things were now big. 

Heaven Abyss’ natural law sea poured out, moreover, the original Emperor City actually crushed Anlan 

and Shutuo underneath. 

Honglong! 

The original Emperor City burned, blazing and shining. Then, it began to break down, about to no longer 

exist. 

This was crude, as well as decisive, displaying the greatest power. 

The original Emperor City’s final king wanted to destroy indiscriminately to begin with, wishing to end 

things with them. Now, Heaven Abyss collapsed, the city also breaking apart. 

Honglong! 

The red sea surged, blasting Anlan and Shutuo, greatly restricting their movements. 

The original Emperor City broke apart. When it shone, the world shook, shocking all sides. 

This was a great calamity. The destroyed Emperor City triggered the activation of all of Heaven Abyss. 

The heavens collapsed and earth split, giant rocks collapsing the clouds. 

Pu! 



Anlan and Shutuo both coughed out blood, suffering serious injuries. 

As for the original Emperor City, a long and drawn-out war song rang through the skies, carrying passion 

and sorrow. The creatures in the city chose to die with the city, to drag down the enemy with them. 

“No!” Anlan roared. Now, this entire space was ignited, all types of origin power surging, completely 

supporting the sea of natural laws. This red sea posed a huge threat to undying kings. 

They believed that this type of terrifying sea could continue for hundreds of years, and only then would 

it scatter on its own. 

Meanwhile, during this period, they likely couldn’t break through. 

As a result, the two undying kings all faced the life and death threat. They were suppressed by the 

original Emperor City, corroded by unmatched law force. 

“I can’t accept this! We can’t let things end like this, that thing has to be seized back!” Anlan roared. He 

released a ferocious shout, and then a large hand reached forward. 

Hong! 

As that hand moved forward, it became badly mangled, even the bones revealed. In the end, when it 

passed Heaven Abyss, cold white bones were exposed, truly terrifying. 

Dong! 

The great hand didn’t stop. It enlarged, becoming terrifying beyond compare, immediately surrounding 

heaven and earth. 

Honglong! 

He struck Imperial Pass, making it shake greatly. Above Imperial Pass, the city gateway shook, struck 

through. A single strike from an undying king was enough to place Imperial Pass in danger. 

What did he wish to bring away? 

Everyone heard his roar, knowing that there was now a huge problem! 

 


